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Abstract
In 1986, David A. King published an English survey of his Arabic catalogue
of the scientific manuscripts in the Egyptian National Library in Cairo, which
had appeared in two large volumes in 1981 and 1986. This survey is arranged
chronologically by authorwithin a number of geographical regions. Although
a list of all authors is found at the beginning of thework, no alphabetical index
of authors is included. On the occasion of King’s retirement, and with an eye
on the recent renewed interest in the bio-bibliography of Islamic scholars,
this article presents such an index, generated from a computer database by
Benno van Dalen.
“Never Index Your Own Book”,
title of Chapter 55 of Cat’s Cradle
by Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., 1963.
Introduction 1 (King)
During the period 1972–79 I was involved in a project based at the American
Research Center in Egypt. The stated goal of the project was to catalogue
the 2,500-odd astronomical and mathematical Arabic, Persian and Turkish
manuscripts in the Egyptian National Library (Da¯r al-Kutub al-Mis. riyya)
in Cairo. Continuous funding in soft currency (Egyptian pounds) was se-
cured from the Smithsonian Institution’s PL480 programme by Prof. Owen
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Gingerich of Harvard and the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatories.
Thefirst twoyears of the project, at the endofwhich Ifirst gainedunlimited
access to the manuscripts, defined the modus operandi of the next five years,
namely, to use Cairo as a base for serious research into the history of Islamic
astronomy. Ted Kennedy came for two years, and Jamil Ragep, on an ARCE
fellowship, for one year.
I was formally permitted to prepare an Arabic catalogue of the collection,
which was to be published in Cairo. This was eventually achieved, and
the 2-volume catalogue of over 2000 pages was published by the General
Egyptian Book Organization in 1981–86, equipped with indexes of authors,
titles, owners and copyists. The very same index cards that had served to
prepare the Arabic catalogue were then reshuffled to produce an English
survey of the manuscripts to supplement the standard reference sources of
Suter, Brockelmann, Renaud, Krause and Sezgin. This work, entitled A
Survey of the Scientific Manuscripts in the Egyptian National Library, was
published by Eisenbrauns of Winona Lake, Indiana, in 1986 and is still in
print. It included 194 pages of technical information concerning close to 750
authors and their works as represented in the Cairo collection, followed by
some110pages of photos of extracts—illustrations, tables, charts, title-folios,
colophons, etc.—fromCairomanuscripts of particular historical interest. The
work was arranged chronologically by region (the regions being indicated by
letters from A to K as specified in the table of contents on p. vii) and it
contained a list of authors at the beginning (pp. 9–22). However, it did not
contain an index of authors or titles.
It took close to 30 years to publish the surveys of Islamic tables for as-
tronomical timekeeping and regulating the prayer times that I had compiled
in Cairo before serious work on the catalogue could begin. (These are now
available as the first two parts of In Synchrony with the Heavens—Studies
in Astronomical Timekeeping and Instrumentation in Medieval Islamic Civ-
ilization, 2 vols., Leiden: Brill, 2004–05.) So it is surely not too late for
Benno van Dalen to present this computer-generated index of the authors in
the Cairo Survey. It comes entirely of his own initiative and I have no clear
understanding of the means by which he did it.
Introduction 2 (van Dalen)
By the time this issue of Suhayl appears, for me a very pleasant and produc-
tive period of work of nearly 20 years at the Institute for History of Science in
Frankfurt amMainwill have come to an end due to the closure of the institute.
During this period the director, David King, frequently expressed his frustra-
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tion about the missing indexes of his very useful reference work, A Survey
of the Scientific Manuscripts in the Egyptian National Library. It therefore
seemed appropriate to prepare an index of authors for the Survey on the oc-
casion of his 65th birthday in November 2006 and his subsequent retirement.
An additional reason to publish such an index at this time is the renewed
interest in the bio-bibliography of scholars in Islamic societies following
the recent publication ofMathematicians, Astronomers & Other Scholars of
Islamic Civilisation and their works (7th-19th c.) by Boris Rosenfeld and
Ekmeleddin I˙hsanog˘lu (with two supplements published in this journal), and
the initiation of the Islamic Scientific Manuscripts Initiative (ISMI) Project
by Jamil and Sally Ragep (Institute of Islamic Studies at McGill University,
Montreal / Max Planck Institute for the History of Science, Berlin).
The index of authors of David King’s Cairo Survey as it is presented here
has been computer-generated from a database with the names and other basic
information on Islamic scholars that I have built up during the last ten years.
In this database the elements of the names (laqabs, kunyas, isms, nasab,
nisbas, and urf s or marifas (pseudonyms) are entered in separate fields,
allowing a quick search for, for example, all persons with the name Mu-
h. ammad ibn Ah.mad (there are 44 in my entire database of at present 1700
scholars). Besides, this arrangement has allowed, with the help of a small
Pascal program, the quick generation of an index for the Cairo Survey with
entries for every part of a name under which one might want to look it up.
In this way it becomes easier to also identify authors in cases where only
a part of the complete name is given. As an example, in this index Zayn
al-Dı¯n Abu¯ Hurayra Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Banafsha¯ al-Jawharı¯ al-S. a¯lih. ı¯ (C87
in the Survey) can be found under Zayn al-Dı¯n, Abu¯ Hurayra, Abd al-Rah. -
ma¯n, al-Jawharı¯, and al-S. a¯lih. ı¯. Furthermore, Ah.mad ibn Yu¯suf ibn al-Da¯ya
Ka¯tib al-T. u¯lu¯n (B40) can be found under Ah.mad, Ka¯tib al-T. u¯lu¯n, and his
pseudonym Ibn al-Da¯ya.
For the convenience of the reader we have added full bibliographical data
for the most important other reference works on Islamic scholars. As an
Appendix, a list of corrections to the Cairo Survey is included.
Reference works (in chronological order)
Carl Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen Litteratur, 2 vols., Weimar (Felber)
1898–1902.
Heinrich Suter, “Die Mathematiker und Astronomen der Araber und ihre Werke”,
Abhandlungen zurGeschichte der mathematischenWissenschaftenmit Einschluss
ihrer Anwendungen 10 (1900).
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Heinrich Suter, “Nachträge und Berichtigungen zu „Die Mathematiker und As-
tronomen der Araber und ihreWerke“ ”, Abhandlungen zurGeschichte dermathe-
matischen Wissenschaften mit Einschluß ihrer Anwendungen 14 (1902), pp. 157–
185.
George Sarton, Introduction to the History of Science, 3 vols., Carnegie Institution
of Washington / Baltimore (Williams & Wilkins) 1927–1948.
H.P. J.Renaud, “Additions et corrections àSuter ‘DieMathematiker undAstronomen
der Araber’ ”, Isis 18 (1932), pp. 166–183.
M. Th. Houtsma et al., The Encyclopaedia of Islam, 4 vols. plus a supplementary
volume, Leiden (Brill) / London (Luzac) 1913–1938. Reprinted in 1987 and 1993
(paperback).
Max Krause, “Stambuler Handschriften islamischer Mathematiker”, Quellen und
Studien zur Geschichte der Mathematik, Astronomie und Physik, Abteilung B:
Studien 3 (1936), pp. 437–532.
Carl Brockelmann,Geschichte der arabischen Litteratur. Supplementbände, 3 vols.,
Leiden (Brill) 1937–1942.
Carl Brockelmann,Geschichte der arabischen Litteratur. 2. den Supplementbänden
angepasste Auflage, 2 vols., Leiden (Brill) 1943–1949.
Abba¯s al-Azza¯wı¯, Tarı¯kh ilm al-falak fi l-Ira¯q wa-ala¯qa¯tihi bi-l-aqt.a¯r al-Is-
la¯miyya wa-l-Arabiyya fi l-uhu¯d al-ta¯liya li-ayya¯m al-Abba¯siyyin (History of
Astronomy in Iraq and its Relations with Islamic and Arab Countries in the Post-
Abbasid Periods), Baghdad (Mat.baat al-Majma al-Ilmı¯ al-Iraqı¯, Iraq Academy
Press) 1958.
Charles Ambrose Storey, Persian Literature. A Bio-Bibliographical Survey. Vol. II,
Part 1: A. Mathematics. B. Weights and Measures. C. Astronomy and Astrology.
D. Geography, London (Luzac & Co.) 1958.
P. J. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C. E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W. P. Heinrichs, et al.
(eds.), The Encyclopaedia of Islam. New Edition, 11 vols. plus a supplementary
volume, Leiden (Brill) 1960–2004.
Fuat Sezgin,Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums, 12 vols. to date, Leiden (Brill) /
Frankfurt am Main (Institut für Geschichte der Arabisch-Islamischen Wissen-
schaften) 1967–2000.
Ahmad Monzavi, Fihrist-i nuskhaha¯-yi khat.t. ı¯-yi Fa¯rsı¯ (A Catalogue of Persian
Manuscripts), vol. 1, Tehran (Muassasa-yi Farhangı¯-yi Mint.aqa, Regional Cul-
tural Institute) 1969.
Charles Coulston Gillispie (ed.), Dictionary of Scientific Biography, 16 vols., New
York (Scribner) 1970–1980.
A. Rahman, M. A. Alvi, S. A. Khan Ghori, and K. V. Samba Murthy, Science and
Technology in Medieval India—A Bibliography of Source Materials in Sanskrit,
Arabic and Persian, New Delhi (Indian National Science Academy) 1982.
Ehsan Yarshater (ed.), Encyclopaedia Iranica, 12 vols. to date, London (Rout-
ledge / Kegan Paul) 1982–.
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Galina P.Matvievskaya andBorisA.Rozenfeld,Matematiki i astronomymusulman-
skogo srednevekovya i ikh trudy (VIII-XVII vv.) (Mathematicians andAstronomers
of the Islamic Middle Ages and their Works (8th–17th c.)), 3 vols., Moscow
(Nauka) 1983.
David A. King, Fihris al-makht.u¯t.a¯t al-ilmiyya al-mah. fu¯z. a bi-Da¯r al-Kutub al-
Mis. riyya (A Catalogue of the Scientific Manuscripts in the Egyptian National
Library), 2 vols., Cairo (al-Haya al-Mis.riyya al-A¯mma li-l-Kita¯b, General Egyp-
tian Book Organisation) 1981–1986.
David A. King, A Survey of the Scientific Manuscripts in the Egyptian National
Library, Winona Lake IN (Eisenbrauns / TheAmerican Research Center in Egypt)
1986.
AbolghasemGhorbani, Zindagı¯na¯mah rı¯ya¯d. ı¯da¯na¯n-i dawrah-yi Isla¯mı¯. Az sadah-yi
siwum ta¯ sadah-yi ya¯zdahum-i Hijrı¯ (Biographie des mathématiciens de l’époque
islamique. De 3e à 11e siècle de l’hégire), Tehran (Markaz-i Nashr-i Da¯nishga¯hı¯,
Les Presses Universitaires d’Iran) HS 1365 (1986/7). Second edition: HS 1375
(1996/7).
Ekmeleddin I˙hsanog˘lu et al. (eds.), Osmanlı Astronomi Literatürü Tarihi (History
of Astronomy Literature during the Ottoman Period), 2 vols., Istanbul (Research
Center for Islamic History, Art and Culture, IRCICA) 1997.
Ekmeleddin I˙hsanog˘lu, Ramazan S¸es¸en, and Cevat I˙zgi (eds.), Osmanli Matematik
LiteratürüTarihi (History ofMathematical Literature during theOttomanPeriod),
2 vols., Istanbul (Research Center for Islamic History, Art and Culture, IRCICA)
1999. Further volumes in this series have appeared on geography (2 vols. in 2000),
music (2003), military art and science (2 vols. in 2004), and natural and applied
sciences (2 vols. in 2006).
Boris A. Rosenfeld and Ekmeleddin I˙hsanog˘lu, Mathematicians, Astronomers, and
other Scholars of Islamic Civilization and their Works (7th–19th c.), Istanbul (Re-
search Centre for Islamic History, Art and Culture, IRCICA) 2003. Supplement
by B. A. Rosenfeld in Suhayl 4 (2004) 87–139. Second supplement by B. A.
Rosenfeld in Suhayl 6 (2006) 9–79.
Thomas Hockey et al. (eds.), Biographical Encyclopaedia of Astronomers, 2 vols.,
Berlin (Springer), to appear.
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Abba¯s Wası¯m, Darwı¯sh H32
Abbott, Edward J4
Abd Alla¯h H. usayn Qus.a al-Tu¯nisı¯, Ibn
Qus.a F47
AbdAlla¯h ibn Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Ah.mad
al-H. anbalı¯ al-H. alabı¯ D128
Abd Alla¯h ibn Abd al-Rah.ma¯n al-T. u¯lu¯nı¯
D17
Abd Alla¯h ibn Ah.mad ibn al-Muna¯wı¯
D169
Abd Alla¯h ibn Ah.mad al-Maqdisı¯ al-H. an-
balı¯ D45
Abd Alla¯h ibn Ah.mad al-Muna¯wı¯ D35
AbdAlla¯h ibnAsad ibn Alı¯, Abu¯Muh.am-
mad al-Ya¯fiı¯ al-Tamı¯mı¯ E14
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Abd Alla¯h ibn Baha¯ al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad
al-Farad. ı¯ al-Shinshawrı¯ C111
Abd Alla¯h ibn Fakhr al-Dı¯n, Abu¯ Muh.am-
mad al-H. usaynı¯ al-Maws.ilı¯ G80
Abd Alla¯h ibn al-H. ajja¯j, Abu¯ Muh.ammad,
Ibn al-Ya¯samı¯n F12
Abd Alla¯h ibn H. amza al-Qa¯d. ı¯ al-Dawwa¯rı¯
E24
Abd Alla¯h ibn H. asan al-Afı¯f al-Ka¯zu¯nı¯
X17
Abd Alla¯h ibn Khalı¯l ibn Yu¯suf, Jama¯l al-
Dı¯n al-Ma¯ridı¯nı¯ C47
Abd Alla¯h ibn Masru¯r al-H. a¯sib B37
Abd Alla¯h ibn Muh.ammad, Ibn al-Khaw-
wa¯m G24
Abd Alla¯h ibn Muh.ammad ibn Sad al-
Tujı¯bı¯ F20
Abd Alla¯h ibn Muslim, Abu¯ Muh.ammad
al-Dı¯nawarı¯, Ibn Qutayba B25
Abd Alla¯h ibn Nas.r Alla¯h Qaragozlu G91
Abd Alla¯h ibn Umar ibn Abd Alla¯h ibn
Ah.mad, Afı¯f al-Dı¯n, Ba¯ Makhrama
E19
Abd Alla¯h al-muwaqqit D158
Abd al-Azı¯z, S. ubh. ı¯ Za¯de H31
Abd al-Azı¯z, Umar G105
Abd al-Azı¯z Ah.mad X6
Abd al-Azı¯z ibn Abd al-Sala¯m ibn Ah. -
mad, Abu¯ Muh.ammad al-Wazka¯nı¯ al-
Wazza¯nı¯ F58
Abd al-Azı¯z ibn Ah.mad ibn Muslim al-
Akhd. arı¯ (??) F42
Abd al-Azı¯z ibn Ah.mad ibn Saı¯d, D. iya¯
al-Dı¯n (?) al-Dı¯rı¯nı¯ C14
Abd al-Azı¯z ibn Alı¯ ibn Da¯u¯d al-Hawarı¯
al-Mis.rı¯ (?) F24X
Abd al-Azı¯z ibn Muh.ammad, Izz al-Dı¯n
al-Wafa¯ı¯ C61
Abd al-Azı¯z ibn Sad al-Dı¯n Masu¯d ibn
Abd al-Azı¯z, Izz al-Dı¯n C46
Abd al-Azı¯z ibn Uthma¯n al-Qabı¯s. ı¯ B45
Abd al-Ba¯qı¯, Lalı¯ Za¯de al-H. usaynı¯ G94
Abd al-Ba¯qı¯ ibn Abi l-Thana¯ Mah.mu¯d,
Abu l-Yumn al-Alu¯sı¯ G84
Abd al-Fatta¯h. al-Banna¯ D202
Abd al-Fatta¯h. ibn Ibra¯hı¯m al-Daystı¯ al-
Ma¯likı¯ D62
Abd al-Ghanı¯, kha¯dim al-sa¯da al-Wafa¯ı¯ya
D116
Abd al-Ghanı¯ ibn H. usa¯m al-Dı¯n Ah.mad al-
Mis.rı¯, Ibn al-Araba¯nı¯ C65
Abd al-Ghanı¯ ibn Muh.ammad Hila¯l D197
Abd al-H. alı¯m Suwaylam Za¯de al-Qays.arı¯
H25
Abd al-H. aqq ibn Ibra¯hı¯m, Abu¯ Muh.am-
mad, Ibn Sabı¯n F15
Abd al-Jabba¯r ibn Abd al-Jabba¯r ibn Mu-
h. ammad, Abu¯ Muh.ammad al-Tha¯bitı¯
al-Kharaqı¯ G6
Abd al-Lat.ı¯f ibn Ah.mad, Abu l-Rid. a¯ al-
Kutubı¯ al-Dimashqı¯ D76
Abd al-Lat.ı¯f ibn Ibra¯hı¯m ibn al-Qa¯sim, Ibn
al-Kayya¯l D60
Abd al-Majı¯d al-Sa¯mu¯lı¯ al-Hindı¯ D41
Abd al-Munim al-A¯mulı¯ G128
Abd al-Mut.ı¯ ibn Sa¯lim ibn Umar al-Sa-
mala¯wı¯ al-Sha¯fiı¯ al-Azharı¯ D65
Abd al-Qa¯dir ibn Abd Alla¯h, Muh.yi l-Dı¯n
al-Kı¯la¯nı¯ G10
Abd al-Qa¯dir ibn Ah.mad ibn H. asan al-
Ajma¯wı¯ al-Azharı¯ D11
Abd al-Qa¯dir ibn Alı¯, Muh.yi l-Dı¯n Abu
l-Ju¯d al-Sakha¯wı¯ C131 (=C93?)
Abdal-Qa¯dir ibn Alı¯ ibnShaba¯n,Muh.yi l-
Dı¯n Abu l-Ju¯d al-Danja¯wı¯ or al-Danjı¯hı¯
(?) al-Farad. ı¯ al-Sha¯fiı¯ C93 (=C131?)
Abd al-Qa¯dir ibn Ibra¯hı¯m al-Mah. allı¯ D53
Abd al-Qa¯dir ibn Mah.mu¯d al-Nabtı¯tı¯ al-
Qa¯dirı¯ D28
Abd al-Qa¯dir ibn Muh.ammad al-Fayyu¯mı¯
D12
Abd al-Qa¯dir ibn Muh.ammad al-Minu¯fı¯
C121
Abd al-Qa¯dir ibn Uthma¯n al-A¯danı¯ G102
Abd al-Qa¯hir ibn T. a¯hir al-Baghda¯dı¯ B75
Abd al-Rah. ı¯m ibn Abı¯ Bakr al-Marı¯shı¯
G101
Abd al-Rah. ı¯m ibn al-Banna¯ C135
Abd al-Rah. ı¯m ibn al-Mulla¯ Abd al-Karı¯m
al-Qazwı¯nı¯ al-Ajamı¯ D38
Abd al-Rah. ı¯m Mans.u¯r al-H. alabı¯ D126
Abd al-Rah.ma¯n, Abu l-Khayr al-Ka¯tib al-
Wafa¯ı¯ D19
Abd al-Rah.ma¯n, Abu¯ Zayd al-Akhd. arı¯ F51
Abd al-Rah.ma¯n, Zayn al-Dı¯n al-Shabrı¯sı¯
(?) D201
Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn AbdAlla¯h al-Iskirı¯ al-
T. u¯lu¯nı¯ D16
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Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn AbdAlla¯h al-Ka¯tib al-
Azharı¯ D18
Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Abd al-Qa¯dir al-Fa¯sı¯
F0, F51
Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Abı¯ Bakr ibn Muh.am-
mad, Jala¯l al-Dı¯n al-Suyu¯t.ı¯ C103
Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Abı¯ Gha¯lib Muh.am-
mad, Abu¯ Zayd al-Ja¯darı¯ F26
Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Abı¯ Muh.ammad al-
S. aghı¯r al-Akhd. arı¯ F41
Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Alı¯ ibn Muh.ammad
al-Aqfahsı¯ C68
Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Banafsha¯, Zayn al-Dı¯n
Abu¯ Hurayra al-Jawharı¯ al-S. a¯lih. ı¯ C87
Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn H. asan al-Jabartı¯ D92
Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn I¯sa¯ ibn Murshid al-
Umrı¯ al-H. anafı¯ D5
Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Ish. a¯q al-Zajja¯jı¯ B26
Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Muh.ammad (or: Abd
Alla¯h) ibn Ah.mad al-Ta¯ju¯rı¯ C110
Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Muh.ammad ibn Mu-
h. ammad, Ibn al-Muhallabı¯ C67
Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Umar, Abu l-H. usayn
al-S. ufı¯ B52
Abd al-Rahm. a¯n ibn Umar ibn Ah.mad,
Abu¯Zayd al-Su¯sı¯ al-Jazu¯lı¯ al-Ba¯uqaylı¯,
Ibn al-Muftı¯ F43
Abd al-Rah.ma¯n al-Qaddu¯sı¯ al-Manzila¯wı¯
D59
Abd al-Rah.ma¯n al-T. ana¯nı¯ D106
Abd al-Rah.ma¯n Uthma¯n D139
Abd al-Razza¯q al-Munba¯wı¯ D122
Abd al-Sala¯m al-Fı¯tu¯rı¯ (?), Abu¯ Arawı¯ (?)
Muh.ammad ibn Imra¯n ibn Abı¯ Mu-
h. ammad al-Qut.b Sayyidı¯ F38
Abd al-Sala¯m ibn Muh.ammad ibn Ah.mad
al-H. usnı¯ al-lmy (?) F62
Abd al-S. amad D95
Abd al-S. amad al-Azharı¯ D150
Abd al-Wahha¯b X5
Abd al-Wahha¯b al-Muqri al-Sira¯jı¯ (?) or
al-Sara¯jı¯ (?) D50
Abd al-Wa¯h. id ibn Muh.ammad, Abu¯ U-
bayd al-Ju¯zaja¯nı¯ B82
Abd al-Wa¯jid ibn Muh.ammad G45
Abenragel B76
al-Abharı¯, Athı¯r al-Dı¯n al-Mufad.d. al ibn U-
mar G16
Abraham Zacuto F31
al-Abralı¯ (?), Abu¯ Mans.u¯r Sulayma¯n ibn al-
H. usayn ibn al-Yazdawı¯ya (?) B63
al-Absha¯dı¯, Mu¯sa¯ ibn Sha¯hı¯n D167
al-Absha¯dı¯ (?), Mu¯sa¯ ibn Sha¯hı¯r (?) D33
Abu l-Abba¯s Ah.mad, Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n al-Ba-
sa¯t.ı¯ C48
Abu l-Abba¯s Ah.mad ibn Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Kha-
lı¯l ibn Ah.mad, Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n al-H. alabı¯
C69
Abu l-Abba¯s Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad ibn
Alı¯ ibn al-Rifa, Najm al-Dı¯n al-Ans.a¯rı¯
C19
Abu l-Abba¯s Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad ibn
Ima¯d, Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n, Ibn al-Ha¯im C58
Abu l-Abba¯s Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad ibn
Kathı¯r al-Fargha¯nı¯ B18
Abu l-Abba¯s Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad ibn
Uthma¯n al-Marra¯kushı¯, Ibn al-Banna¯
F23
Abu l-Abba¯s Ah.mad ibn Rajab ibn T. ı¯bu-
gha¯, Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n, Ibn al-Majdı¯ C62
Abu l-Abba¯sAh.mad ibn Umar ibn Isma¯ı¯l,
Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n al-Maqsı¯ C15
Abu l-Abba¯s Ah.mad ibn Yu¯suf al-Anda-
lusı¯, Ibn al-Kamma¯d F11
Abu l-Abba¯s al-Fad. l ibn H. a¯tim al-Nayrı¯zı¯
B39
Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h al-Kawmı¯ D204
Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad, Badr al-Dı¯n
al-Asadı¯ al-Sha¯fiı¯, Ibn Qa¯d. ı¯ Shuhba
C70
Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad, Shams al-Dı¯n
al-Sha¯fiı¯ C129
Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad al-Ba¯rı¯ al-
Tu¯nisı¯ F75
Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad ibn ... ibn
Jama¯a al-Kina¯nı¯ C57
Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad ibn Ah.mad al-
H. abba¯k F28
Abu¯ AbdAlla¯hMuh.ammad ibnAh.mad ibn
Hisha¯m al-Lakhmı¯ F10
Abu¯ AbdAlla¯hMuh.ammad ibnAh.mad ibn
Muh.ammad ibnH. asan ibnH. usayn,Mu-
najjimak H23
Abu¯ AbdAlla¯hMuh.ammad ibnAh.mad ibn
Umar al-Khuza¯ı¯ or al-H. ara¯ı¯ (?) E6
Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad ibn Ah.mad al-
Shannı¯ B71
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Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad ibn Alı¯, Ibn
Tu¯mart al-Andalusı¯ F14
Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad ibn Alı¯ al-
Rah.bı¯, Ibn al-Mutaqqina C171
Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad ibn Burha¯n al-
Dı¯n Ibra¯hı¯m, Shams al-Dı¯n al-Rashı¯dı¯
C39
Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad ibn al-H. usayn
al-H. a¯sib B96
Abu¯ AbdAlla¯hMuh.ammad ibn Ibra¯hı¯m al-
Awsı¯, Ibn al-Raqqa¯m F22
Abu¯ Abd Allah Muh.ammad ibn Muh.am-
mad, Ibn al-Ghazu¯lı¯ C33
Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad ibn Muh.am-
mad, Shams al-Dı¯n al-Khalı¯lı¯ C37
Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad ibn Muh.am-
mad ibn Abı¯ Bakr al-H. alabı¯ al-Tı¯zı¯nı¯
C95
Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad ibn Muh.am-
mad ibn Abd al-Wahha¯b Abı¯ Muh. am-
mad ibn AbdAlla¯h al-Janna¯d al-Ans.a¯rı¯
F35
Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad ibn Muh.am-
mad ibn Ah.mad, Muh. ibb al-Dı¯n, Ibn al-
At.t.a¯r C66
Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad ibn Muh.am-
mad ibn Ah.mad, Badr al-Dı¯n, Sibt. al-
Ma¯ridı¯nı¯ C97
Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad ibn Sulayma¯n
al-Ka¯fiyajı¯ C71
Abu¯ AbdAlla¯hMuh.ammad ibn Umar, Ibn
Badr F18
Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad ibn Yu¯suf al-
Muqri al-Sanu¯sı¯ F29
Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad Kwynkh (?)
F45
Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad al-Sharı¯f al-
Tu¯nisı¯, Sanjaq Da¯r F53
Abu¯ Alı¯ al-Fa¯risı¯ C20
Abu¯ Alı¯ al-H. asan ibn Alı¯ ibn Umar,
Sharaf al-Dı¯n al-Marra¯kushı¯ C7, C18
Abu¯ Alı¯ al-H. asan ibn al-H. asan, Ibn al-
Haytham B77
Abu¯ Alı¯ al-H. usayn ibn Abd Alla¯h, Ibn
Sı¯na¯ B81
Abu¯ Alı¯ al-H. usayn ibn Ah.mad ibn Yu¯suf
al-Aslamı¯ (?), Ibn Ba¯s.o F19
Abu¯ Alı¯ ibn Abi l-H. usayn ibn Abd al-Rah. -
ma¯n al-S. u¯fı¯ B64
Abu¯ Alı¯ al-Khayya¯t. B13
Abu¯ Alı¯ al-Sha¯hid B95
Abu l-Amda¯d (?) al-Maghribı¯ al-Tu¯nisı¯,
Muh. ammad F52
Abu l-Anbas al-S. aymarı¯ B23
Abu¯ Arawı¯ (?) Muh.ammad ibn Imra¯n ibn
Abı¯ Muh.ammad al-Qut.b Sayyidı¯ Abd
al-Sala¯m al-Fı¯tu¯rı¯ (?) F38
Abu¯ Ayya¯sha Muh.ammad al-Damanhu¯rı¯
al-Sha¯fiı¯ D121
Abu¯ Bakr Ah.mad ibn Alı¯ ibn Tha¯bit, al-
Khat.ı¯b al-Baghda¯dı¯ B86
Abu¯ Bakr ibn Abi l-Maa¯lı¯ E15
Abu¯ Bakr ibn al-Ima¯m C96
Abu¯ Bakr ibn Isma¯ı¯l, Zayn al-Dı¯n, Ibn al-
Mushrif C43
Abu¯ Bakr Muh.ammad ibn Ayyu¯b, Zayn al-
Dı¯n al-S. u¯fı¯ al-Karakı¯ C35
Abu¯ Bakr Muh.ammad ibn al-H. asan al-
Karajı¯ B69
Abu¯ Bakr Muh.ammad al-Kuta¯mı¯ D20
Abu l-Baqa¯ Alı¯ ibn Uthma¯n ibn Muh.am-
mad ibn Ah.mad, Ibn al-Qa¯s.ih. C51
Abu l-Baqa¯ Yah.ya¯ ibn al-Jı¯a¯n C83
Abu l-Baraka¯t Muh. ammad ibn Muh.ammad
ibn A¯mir al-Daljamu¯nı¯ al-Wafa¯ı¯ D141
Abu¯ Da¯u¯d Sulayma¯n ibn Is.ma al-Samar-
qandı¯ B33
Abu l-Fath. ibn Abd al-Rah.ma¯n al-Danu¯-
shı¯rı¯ D132
Abu l-Fath. Muh.ammad ibn Abd al-Malik
al-Dawwa¯nı¯ B93
Abu l-Fath. Muh.ammad ibn al-Ha¯dı¯ Abı¯
Nas.r ibn Abı¯ Saı¯d al-H. usaynı¯ al-Ira¯qı¯,
Ta¯j al-Saı¯dı¯ G52
Abu l-Fath. al-Samarqandı¯ B58
Abu l-Fath. Umar ibn Ibra¯hı¯m al-Khayya¯mı¯
G2
Abu l-Futu¯h. Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad ibn al-
Sarı¯, Ibn al-S. ala¯h. G7
Abu l-Ghana¯im Muslim ibn Mah.mu¯d ibn
Nima ibn Arsla¯n al-Shayzarı¯ C5
Abu¯ H. amad Mah. fu¯z. ibn Abd al-Rah.ma¯n
al-H. ad. ramı¯ E20
Abu l-H. asan Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad ibn
Ibra¯hı¯m al-Asharı¯ al-Yamanı¯ E3
Abu l-H. asan Alı¯, Ibn al-Maghribı¯ F36
Abu l-H. asan Alı¯ ibn Abd al-Rah.ma¯n, Ibn
Yu¯nus B59
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Abu l-H. asan Alı¯ ibn Abı¯ Mah.mu¯d al-
Maghribı¯ al-Manzilı¯ D189
Abu l-H. asan Alı¯ ibn Abı¯ Muh.ammad Abd
Alla¯h ibn al-H. asan ibn Abı¯ Bakr, Ta¯j
al-Dı¯n al-Tabrı¯zı¯ C22
Abu l-H. asan Alı¯ ibn Abi l-Rija¯l al-Shay-
ba¯nı¯ B76
Abu l-H. asan Alı¯ ibnAh.madal-Nasawı¯ B67
Abu l-H. asan Alı¯ ibn Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Muh.am-
mad, Ala¯ al-Dı¯n, Ibn al-Sha¯t.ir C30
Abu l-H. asan Alı¯ ibn Muh.ammad al-Qu-
rashı¯ al-Basat.ı¯ al-Qalas.a¯dı¯ F34
Abu l-H. asan Alı¯ ibn T. ı¯bugha¯, Ala¯ al-Dı¯n
C54
Abu l-H. asan Ku¯shya¯r ibn Labba¯n ibn
Ba¯shahrı¯ al-Jı¯lı¯ B70
Abu¯ H. a¯tim al-Muz.affar ibn Isma¯ı¯l al-Isfa-
za¯rı¯ G3
Abu¯ Hurayra Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Banaf-
sha¯, Zayn al-Dı¯n al-Jawharı¯ al-S. a¯lih. ı¯
C87
Abu l-H. usayn Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Umar
al-S. ufı¯ B52
Abu l-H. usayn Ah.mad ibn al-H. usayn al-
Ahwa¯zı¯ B46
Abu¯ Imra¯n Mu¯sa¯ ibn Muh.ammad ibn
Uthma¯n, Sharaf al-Dı¯n al-Khalı¯lı¯ C38
Abu¯ Ish. a¯q X13
Abu¯ Ish. a¯q Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Yah.ya¯ al-Zarqa¯llu or
al-Zarqa¯lı¯ B87
Abu¯ Ish. a¯q al-Sa¯bi B48
Abu l-Itqa¯n Mus.t.afa¯ al-Khayya¯t. al-Wafa¯ı¯
D101
Abu l-Izz Isma¯ı¯l ibn al-Razza¯z al-Jazarı¯,
Badı¯ al-Zama¯n C2
Abu¯ Jafar al-Kha¯zin B43
Abu¯ Jafar Muh.ammad ibn Abd Alla¯h al-
Sharı¯fı¯ G1
Abu¯ Jafar Muh.ammad ibn Ayyu¯b al-T. abarı¯
B92
Abu¯ Jafar Umar ibn Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn
Abi l-Qa¯sim al-Tu¯nisı¯ al-Tu¯zarı¯ F39
Abu l-Ju¯d Abd al-Qa¯dir ibn Alı¯, Muh.yi l-
Dı¯n al-Sakha¯wı¯ C131 (=C93?)
Abu l-Ju¯d Abd al-Qa¯dir ibn Alı¯ ibn
Shaba¯n, Muh.yi l-Dı¯n al-Danja¯wı¯ or
al-Danjı¯hı¯ (?) al-Farad. ı¯ al-Sha¯fiı¯ C93
(=C131?)
Abu l-Ju¯d Dau¯d ibn Sulayma¯n, Sharaf al-
Dı¯n X26
Abu l-Ju¯d Muh.ammad ibn al-Layth B72
Abu l-Khayr Abd al-Rah.ma¯n al-Ka¯tib al-
Wafa¯ı¯ D19
Abu l-Khayr Muh.ammad al-Taqı¯ ibn Mu-
h. ammad al-Fa¯risı¯ G62
Abu l-Khayr al-Shukr al-Sa¯mı¯ (?) D142
Abu l-Maa¯lı¯ Murtafa ibn H. asan ibn Mur-
tafa, Muh.yi l-Dı¯n al-Sa¯a¯tı¯ C36
Abu l-Mah. a¯midMuh.ammad ibnMasu¯d ibn
Muh.ammad Zakı¯ al-Ghaznawı¯ G33
Abu¯ Mah.mu¯d H. a¯mid ibn al-Khid. r al-Khu-
jandı¯ B50
Abu¯ Mans.u¯r Sulayma¯n ibn al-H. usayn ibn
al-Yazdawı¯ya (?) al-Abralı¯ (?) al-Maw-
s.ilı¯ B63
Abu¯ Mashar, Jafar ibn Muh.ammad ibn
Umar al-Balkhı¯ B22
Abu¯ Miqra F17
Abu¯ Muh.ammad Abd Alla¯h ibn Asad ibn
Alı¯ al-Ya¯fiı¯ al-Tamı¯mı¯ E14
Abu¯ Muh.ammad Abd Alla¯h ibn Fakhr al-
Dı¯n al-H. usaynı¯ al-Maws.ilı¯ G80
Abu¯ Muh.ammad Abd Alla¯h ibn al-H. ajja¯j,
Ibn al-Ya¯samı¯n F12
Abu¯Muh.ammad AbdAlla¯h ibnMuslim al-
Dı¯nawarı¯, Ibn Qutayba B25
Abu¯ Muh.ammad Abd al-Azı¯z ibn Abd
al-Sala¯m ibn Ah.mad al-Wazka¯nı¯ al-
Wazza¯nı¯ F58
Abu¯Muh.ammad Abd al-H. aqq ibn Ibra¯hı¯m,
Ibn Sabı¯n F15
Abu¯ Muh.ammad Abd al-Jabba¯r ibn Abd
al-Jabba¯r ibn Muh.ammad al-Tha¯bitı¯ al-
Kharaqı¯ G6
Abu¯ Muh.ammad H. amu¯da al-Idrı¯sı¯ F46
Abu¯Muh.ammad Umar ibnHa¯ru¯n al-Saqalı¯
X1
Abu¯ Naı¯m Muslim ibn Isma¯ı¯l al-Fa¯riqı¯
C165
Abu¯ Nas.r al-H. asan ibn Alı¯ al-Qummı¯ B60
Abu¯ Nas.r Mans.u¯r ibn Alı¯, Ibn Ira¯q B66
Abu¯ Nas.r Yah.ya¯ ibn Jarı¯r al-Takrı¯tı¯ B62
Abu l-Qa¯sim Ah.mad ibn Abd Alla¯h, Ibn
al-S. affa¯r B74
Abu l-Qa¯sim Alı¯ ibn Ah.mad, Nu¯r al-Dı¯n
al-Balkhı¯ B55
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Abu l-Qa¯sim As.bagh ibn Muh.ammad, Ibn
al-Samh. B115
Abu l-Qa¯sim ibn Ama¯ju¯r B36
Abu l-Qa¯sim ibn Mah. fu¯z. , Jama¯l al-Dı¯n al-
Baghda¯dı¯ G25
Abu l-Qa¯sim Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Muh.ammad ibn
Sulayma¯n, Izz al-Dı¯n al-Bawsı¯ E13
Abu l-Qa¯sim al-Munajjim B29
Abu l-Qa¯sim al-Zubayr ibn Ah.mad ibn
Ibra¯hı¯m ibn al-Zubayr al-Qa¯d. ı¯ al-
Thaqafı¯ F21
Abu l-Rayh. a¯n Muh.ammad ibn Ah.mad al-
Bı¯ru¯nı¯ B78
Abu l-Rid. a¯ Abd al-Lat.ı¯f ibn Ah.mad al-
Kutubı¯ al-Dimashqı¯ D76
Abu¯ Sad al-Ala¯ ibn Sahl B73
Abu¯ Sahl Wayjan ibn Rustam al-Qu¯hı¯ or al-
Ku¯hı¯ B53
Abu¯ Saı¯d al-D. arı¯r B24
Abu¯ Saı¯d Muh. ammad al-Darwı¯sh D193
Abu l-S. ala¯h. Ja¯bir ibn AbdAlla¯h ibn al-H. a¯jj
al-Ghiya¯thı¯ F32
Abu l-S. ala¯h. Muh. ammad, Shams al-Dı¯n al-
Qat.arı¯ al-Jawla¯nı¯ D31
Abu l-S. alt Umayya ibn Abd al-Azı¯z ibn
Abi l-S. alt B89
Abu¯ Shahya al-Manfalu¯t.ı¯ al-Sha¯fiı¯ al-
Sha¯dhilı¯ al-Azharı¯, Muh. ammad D84
Abu¯ T. a¯hir, Taqi l-Dı¯n C56
Abu¯ T. a¯hir Muh. ammad ibn Muh.ammad,
Sira¯j al-Dı¯n al-Saja¯wandı¯ G11
Abu¯ Ubayd Abdal-Wa¯h. id ibnMuh.ammad
al-Ju¯zaja¯nı¯ B82
Abu l-Wafa¯ Muh.ammad ibn Muh.ammad
al-Bu¯zaja¯nı¯ B54
Abu l-Walı¯d Isma¯ı¯l ibn Ah.mad al-Qurt.ubı¯
F2
Abu¯ Yah.ya¯ Zakarı¯ya¯ ibn Muh.ammad ibn
Ah.mad al-Ans.a¯rı¯ C78
Abu l-Yumn Abd al-Ba¯qı¯ ibn Abi l-Thana¯
Mah.mu¯d al-Alu¯sı¯ G84
Abu l-Yusr Alı¯ ibnMuh.ammad al-Bazdawı¯
B88
Abu¯ Yu¯suf Ah.mad ibn al-H. asan B97
Abu¯ Yu¯suf Yaqu¯b ibn Alı¯ al-Qas.ra¯nı¯ B21
Abu¯ Zakarı¯ya¯ Yah.ya¯ ibn Ma¯sawayh B10
Abu¯ Zayd Abd al-Rah.ma¯n al-Akhd. arı¯ F51
Abu¯ Zayd Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Abı¯ Gha¯lib
Muh.ammad al-Ja¯darı¯ F26
Abu¯ Zayd Abd al-Rahm. a¯n ibn Umar ibn
Ah.mad al-Su¯sı¯ al-Jazu¯lı¯ al-Ba¯uqaylı¯,
Ibn al-Muftı¯ F43
Abu¯ Zayd Muh.ammad ibn Saı¯d ibn Mu-
h. ammad al-Su¯sı¯ al-Marghı¯thı¯ F49
al-A¯danı¯, Abd al-Qa¯dir ibn Uthma¯n G102
al-Adfı¯nı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Alı¯ ibnMuh.am-
mad D49
Afı¯f al-Dı¯n AbdAlla¯h ibn Umar ibn Abd
Alla¯h ibn Ah.mad, Ba¯ Makhrama E19




Ah.mad, Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n Abu l-Abba¯s al-
Basa¯t.ı¯ C48
Ah.mad, Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n al-Kutubı¯ al-Khur-
fa¯nı¯ (?) D55
Ah.mad, Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n al-Marzu¯qı¯ D113
Ah.mad al-As.bah. ı¯ D173
Ah.mad al-Da¯ı¯ H66
Ah.mad al-Drdyr (?) D161
Ah.mad Efendı¯ H28
Ah.mad al-H. arı¯rı¯ C45
Ah.mad ibn Abd Alla¯h, Abu l-Qa¯sim, Ibn
al-S. affa¯r B74
Ah.mad ibn Abd Alla¯h al-Marwa¯zı¯, H. abash
al-H. a¯sib B35
Ah.mad ibn Abd al-Azı¯z al-Sharafı¯ al-
S. afa¯qusı¯ al-Azharı¯ D48
Ah.mad ibn Abd al-Ghanı¯ al-Saru¯jı¯ X2
Ah.mad ibn Abd al-Munim al-Damanhu¯rı¯
D99
Ah.mad ibn Abd al-Rah.ma¯n D165
Ah.mad ibn Abı¯ Bakr ibn Alı¯, Shiha¯b al-
Dı¯n, Ibn al-Sarra¯j C26
Ah.mad ibn Abı¯ H. umayda al-Mut.arrifı¯ F27
Ah.mad ibn Ah.mad, Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n al-Qal-
yu¯bı¯ D30
Ah.mad ibn Ah.mad, al-Shiha¯b Timurba¯y
C94
Ah.mad ibn Ah.mad ibn Abd al-H. aqq,
Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n al-Sunba¯t.ı¯ C126
Ah.mad ibn Ah.mad al-Sajja¯ı¯ D86
Ah.mad ibn Alı¯ ibn Abd al-Qa¯dir ibn Mu-
h. ammad, Taqi l-Dı¯n al-Maqrı¯zı¯ C86
Ah.mad ibn Alı¯ ibn Tha¯bit, Abu¯ Bakr, al-
Khat.ı¯b al-Baghda¯dı¯ B86
Ah.mad ibn Alı¯ ibn Yu¯suf al-Bu¯nı¯ F13
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Ah.mad ibn Alı¯ al-Mah. allı¯, Ibn Zunbul
C107
Ah.mad ibn Alı¯ al-Tu¯nisı¯, Ibn Ish. a¯q F74
Ah.mad ibn Ghula¯m Alla¯h ibn Ah.mad,
Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n, al-Kawm al-Rı¯shı¯ C41
Ah.mad ibn al-H. asan, Abu¯ Yu¯suf B97
Ah.mad ibn H. asan ibn Abd al-Karı¯m H. am-
za X22
Ah.mad ibn al-H. asan al-Qust.ant.ı¯nı¯, Ibn al-
Qunfudh F25
Ah.mad ibn H. aydar ibn Muh.ammad, Nas.ı¯r
al-Dı¯n al-Shı¯ra¯zı¯ G31
Ah.mad ibn al-H. usayn, Abu l-H. usayn al-
Ahwa¯zı¯ B46
Ah.mad ibn Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Khalı¯l ibn Ah.mad,
Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n Abu l-Abba¯s al-H. alabı¯
C69
Ah.mad ibn Ibra¯hı¯m al-Sanjarı¯ B57
Ah.mad ibn Isma¯ı¯l A¯gha¯ al-H. anafı¯, Balghi-
ya¯r (?) al-Falakı¯ D98
Ah.mad ibn Ma¯jid X9
Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad, Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n al-
Ujhu¯rı¯ D147
Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad Ayya¯d al-Mah. allı¯
D67
Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad Bu¯ Daydah. (?) al-
Qa¯dirı¯ al-Qayrawa¯nı¯ F55
Ah.mad ibnMuh.ammad ibn Abd al-Jalı¯l al-
Sijzı¯ B56
Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad ibn Abdu¯ al-Jadalı¯
D131
Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad ibn Ah.mad, Shams
al-Dı¯n al-Azharı¯ al-Bakha¯niqı¯ C28
Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad ibn Alı¯ ibn al-
Rifa, Najm al-Dı¯n Abu l-Abba¯s al-
Ans.a¯rı¯ C19
Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad ibn Ibra¯hı¯m, Abu
l-H. asan al-Asharı¯ al-Yamanı¯ E3
Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad ibn Ima¯d, Shiha¯b
al-Dı¯n Abu l-Abba¯s, Ibn al-Ha¯im C58
Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad ibn Kathı¯r, Abu l-
Abba¯s al-Fargha¯nı¯ B18
Ah.mad ibnMuh.ammad ibnMuh.ammad ibn
... ibn Jibrı¯l, Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n al-Ghazzı¯ (?)
C114
Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad ibn al-Sarı¯, Abu l-
Futu¯h. , Ibn al-S. ala¯h. G7
Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad ibn Uthma¯n, Abu
l-Abba¯s al-Marra¯kushı¯, Ibn al-Banna¯
F23
Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad al-Jana¯jı¯ D172
Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad al-Jana¯jı¯ al-Sha¯fiı¯
D203
Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad al-Kha¯lidı¯ E16
Ah.mad ibnMuh.ammad al-Mahdı¯ al-Kha¯tu¯-
naba¯dı¯, al-Sharı¯f al-Isfaha¯nı¯ G79
Ah.mad ibn Mu¯sa¯ ibn Abd al-Ghaffa¯r, Shi-
ha¯b al-Dı¯n C106
Ah.mad ibn Qa¯sim D118
Ah.mad ibn Qa¯sim al-Jah.darı¯ al-Andalusı¯
F33
Ah.mad ibn Rajab ibn T. ı¯bugha¯, Shiha¯b al-
Dı¯n Abu l-Abba¯s, Ibn al-Majdı¯ C62
Ah.mad ibn Sulayma¯n, Kama¯l Pa¯sha¯ Za¯de
H9
Ah.mad ibn Ta¯j al-Dı¯n D40
Ah.mad ibn Thiba¯t, Jama¯l al-Dı¯n C11
Ah.mad ibn Umar al-Dayrabı¯ al-Sha¯fiı¯ al-
Ghunaymı¯ D77
Ah.mad ibn Umar ibn Isma¯ı¯l, Shiha¯b al-
Dı¯n Abu l-Abba¯s al-Maqsı¯ C15
Ah.mad ibn Umar al-Kara¯bı¯sı¯ B32
Ah.mad ibn Umar al-Sha¯dhilı¯ C55
Ah.mad ibn Yah.ya¯ al-S. adı¯ al-Dawwa¯rı¯ E22
Ah.mad ibn Yu¯suf, Abu l-Abba¯s al-Anda-
lusı¯, Ibn al-Kamma¯d F11
Ah.mad ibn Yu¯suf Ka¯tib al-T. u¯lu¯n, Ibn al-
Da¯ya B40
Ah.mad (or: Ish. a¯q?) ibn Yu¯suf al-S. ardafı¯
E1
Ah.mad al-Ja¯lı¯ D196
Ah.mad al-Maktabı¯ (?) D200
Ah.mad Muh. sin, munajjim tha¯nı¯ H48
Ah.mad Ubayd Alla¯h C167
Ah.mad al-Yamanı¯ al-H. usaynı¯ X21
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D. iya¯ al-Dı¯n (?) Abd al-Azı¯z ibn Ah.mad
ibn Saı¯d al-Dı¯rı¯nı¯ C14
Dorotheus A15
al-Drdyr (?), Ah.mad D161





Fad. l Alla¯h, Jala¯l al-Dı¯n al-Ubaydı¯ G106
al-Fad. l ibn Abı¯ Sad al-Us.ayfirı¯ E4
al-Fad. l ibn H. a¯tim, Abu l-Abba¯s al-Nayrı¯zı¯
B39
Fakhr al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad ibn Umar ibn
H. usayn al-Ra¯zı¯ G12
al-Falakı¯, Muh. ammad D75
al-Falakı¯, Mus.t.afa¯ al-Muqri D24
al-Falla¯tı¯, Muh. ammad ibnMuh.ammad D74
al-Fana¯rı¯, Sha¯h Efendı¯ H103
al-Farad. ı¯, Zayn al-Dı¯n Arafa ibn Muh.am-
mad C76
al-Farghalı¯, Shams al-Dı¯n ibn Abd Alla¯h
Fath. D162
al-Fargha¯nı¯, Abu l-Abba¯s Ah.mad ibn Mu-
h. ammad ibn Kathı¯r B18
al-Fa¯riqı¯, Abu¯ Naı¯m Muslim ibn Isma¯ı¯l
C165
al-Fa¯riqı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Umar ibn Alı¯
C7
al-Fa¯risı¯, Abu¯ Alı¯ C20
al-Fa¯risı¯, Abu l-Khayr Muh.ammad al-Taqı¯
ibn Muh.ammad G62
al-Fa¯risı¯, Kama¯l al-Dı¯n al-H. usayn G92
al-Fa¯risı¯, Kama¯l al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad ibn al-
H. asan G30
al-Fa¯risı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Abı¯ Bakr ibnMu-
h. ammad E7
al-Fa¯risı¯, Umar ibn Da¯u¯d ibn Sulayma¯n
C21
al-Fa¯risku¯rı¯, Muh. ammad H. atta¯ta (?) D181
al-Fa¯risku¯rı¯, Sira¯j al-Dı¯n Umar D175
al-Fa¯risku¯rı¯, Umar ibnMuh.ammad ibn Abı¯
Bakr D2
al-Fa¯sı¯, Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Abd al-Qa¯dir
F0, F51
Fas.ı¯h. al-Dı¯n al-Hindı¯ (?) X14
Fas.ı¯h. al-Dı¯nMuh.ammad ibn Abd al-Karı¯m
al-Niz. a¯mı¯ X8
al-Fas.ı¯h. ı¯, H. asan ibn Muh. ammad, Qa¯d. ı¯ H. a-
san G99
al-Fawa¯nı¯sı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Umar ibnS. id-
dı¯q ibn Umar D10
al-Fawzı¯ D138
al-Fayyu¯mı¯, Abd al-Qa¯dir ibn Muh.ammad
D12
Faza¯ı¯, Muh. ammad, raı¯s al-munajjimı¯n
Munajjimak H23
al-Faza¯rı¯, Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Muh.ammad B3
al-Fihrı¯, H. asan ibn Alı¯ E10
G
al-Ghamrı¯, Muh. ammad D75
al-Ghamrı¯, Mu¯sa¯ ibn Muh.ammad ibn Mu¯sa¯
D71
Ghars al-Dı¯n Khalı¯l ibn Ah.mad al-Naqı¯b al-
H. alabı¯ C88
al-Ghawrı¯, H. asan D155
al-Ghaza¯wı¯ (?), Muh. ammad C73
al-Ghaznawı¯, Abu l-Mah. a¯mid Muh.ammad
ibn Masu¯d ibn Muh.ammad Zakı¯ G33
al-Ghaznawı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Abd al-Ka-
rı¯m G14
al-Ghazzı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Ah.mad ibn H. a-
san C115
al-Ghazzı¯ (?), Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n Ah.mad ibn
Muh.ammad ibn Muh.ammad ibn ... ibn
Jibrı¯l C114
Ghiya¯th al-Dı¯n Jamshı¯d ibn Masu¯d ibn
Mah.mu¯d al-Ka¯shı¯ G48
al-Ghiya¯thı¯, Abu l-S. ala¯h. Ja¯bir ibn Abd
Alla¯h ibn al-H. a¯jj F32
Ghula¯m Zuh. al B51
al-Ghunaymı¯, Ah.mad ibn Umar D77
Gurga¯nı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Sha¯h-Rukh ibn
Tı¯mu¯r, Ulugh Beg G49
H
H. abash al-H. a¯sib, Ah.mad ibn AbdAlla¯h al-
Marwa¯zı¯ B35
al-H. abba¯k, Abu¯ AbdAlla¯hMuh.ammad ibn
Ah.mad F28
al-H. ad. ramı¯, Abu¯ H. amad Mah. fu¯z. ibn Abd
al-Rah.ma¯n E20
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al-H. a¯fiz. al-Tu¯nı¯ (?), H. asan ibn Shuja¯ ibn
Muh.ammad al-H. asan G82
al-H. a¯fiz. ı¯, Mawlu¯d ibn al-S. iddı¯q H69
al-H. afrı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Ah.mad C89
al-H. akı¯m, Ja¯masp A28
al-H. akı¯m al-La¯dhiqı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Abd
al-Mah.mu¯d D66
al-H. alabı¯, Abd Alla¯h ibn Abd al-Rah.ma¯n
ibn Ah.mad D128
al-H. alabı¯, Abd al-Rah. ı¯m Mans.u¯r D126
al-H. alabı¯, Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad ibn
Muh.ammad ibn Abı¯ Bakr C95
al-H. alabı¯, Ghars al-Dı¯n Khalı¯l ibn Ah.mad
al-Naqı¯b C88
al-H. alabı¯, Ibra¯hı¯m C113
al-H. alabı¯, Ibra¯hı¯m H24
al-H. alabı¯, al-Jama¯lı¯ Yu¯suf ibn Qurqma¯s al-
H. amza¯wı¯, Amı¯r al-H. a¯jj C91
al-H. alabı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Yu¯-
suf C112
al-H. alabı¯, Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n Abu l-Abba¯s Ah. -
mad ibn Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Khalı¯l ibn Ah.mad
C69
al-H. alabı¯, Yah.ya¯ ibn Taqi l-Dı¯n ibn Isma¯ı¯l
D14
al-Hamada¯nı¯, Sad al-Dı¯n Asad ibn Saı¯d
G90
al-H. amawı¯, Badr al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad ibn
Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Sad Alla¯h ibn Jama¯a C23
al-H. amawı¯, Isma¯ı¯l ibn Hibat Alla¯h C52
al-Hamda¯nı¯, al-H. asan ibn Ah.mad ibn Ya-
qu¯b, Ibn al-H. a¯ik B41
H. a¯mid ibn al-Khid. r, Abu¯ Mah.mu¯d al-Khu-
jandı¯ B50
al-H. amı¯dı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Alı¯ D57
al-H. amı¯dı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Alı¯ H34
H. amu¯da, Abu¯ Muh.ammad al-Idrı¯sı¯ F46
H. amza ibn Alı¯ al-Bayhaqı¯ G39
H. amza ibn Arsla¯n H6
al-H. amza¯wı¯, al-Jama¯lı¯ Yu¯suf ibn Qurqma¯s,
Amı¯r al-H. ajj al-H. alabı¯ C91
al-H. anafı¯, Alı¯ ibn Ma¯mı¯ (??) F54
al-H. anafı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Muh.ammad
D135
al-H. anafı¯, Shams al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad D151
al-H. anbalı¯, AbdAlla¯h ibn Abd al-Rah.ma¯n
ibn Ah.mad D128
al-H. anbalı¯, Abd Alla¯h ibn Ah.mad D45
al-H. anbalı¯,Muh. ammad ibn Ibra¯hı¯m ibnYu¯-
suf C112
H. aqqı¯, Ibrahı¯m H38
H. aqqı¯, Isma¯ı¯l Fahı¯m ibn Ibra¯hı¯m H39
al-H. ara¯ı¯ (?), Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad
ibn Ah.mad ibn Umar E6
al-H. arı¯rı¯, Ah.mad C45
al-H. a¯rithı¯, Rustam Bey G95
al-H. arrı¯ (?), Muh. ammad D21
H. asan Chelebı¯ D103
H. asan al-Ghawrı¯ D155
al-H. asan ibn Ah.mad ibn Abd Alla¯h al-S. u¯fı¯
al-Kirma¯nı¯ B80
al-H. asan ibn Ah.mad ibn Yaqu¯b al-Ham-
da¯nı¯, Ibn al-H. a¯ik B41
al-H. asan ibn Alı¯, Abu¯ Nas.r al-Qummı¯ B60
H. asan ibn Alı¯ al-Fihrı¯ E10
H. asan ibn Alı¯ ibn Ah.mad, Badr al-Dı¯n al-
Ujhu¯rı¯ D148
al-H. asan ibn Alı¯ ibn Umar, Sharaf al-Dı¯n
Abu¯ Alı¯ al-Marra¯kushı¯ C7, C18
H. asan ibn Alı¯ al-Qumna¯tı¯ G47
al-H. asan ibn al-H. asan, Abu¯ Alı¯, Ibn al-
Haytham B77
H. asan ibnH. usayn ibnH. asan Sha¯hinsha¯h al-
Simna¯nı¯ G40
H. asan ibn Ibra¯hı¯m al-Jabartı¯ D91
al-H. asan ibn Jafar al-Ans.a¯rı¯ B49
al-H. asan ibn Khalı¯l, Badr al-Dı¯n al-T. ubnı¯
al-Kara¯dı¯sı¯ C90
al-H. asan ibn Muh.ammad, Niz. a¯m al-Dı¯n al-
Nı¯sa¯pu¯rı¯ G38
H. asan ibn Muh.ammad al-At.t.a¯r D144
H. asan ibn Muh.ammad al-Fas.ı¯h. ı¯ al-Niz. a¯mı¯,
Qa¯d. ı¯ H. asan G99
H. asan ibn Muh.ammad ibn al-Mah. allı¯ C85
H. asan ibn Shuja¯ ibn Muh.ammad al-H. asan
al-H. a¯fiz. al-Tu¯nı¯ (?) G82
al-H. asan ibn Yu¯suf B97
H. asan al-T. abla¯wı¯ D56
al-H. a¯sib, Abd Alla¯h ibn Masru¯r B37
H. a¯tim X3
al-H. at.t.a¯b (?), Muh. ammad ibn Muh.ammad
C118
al-H. at.t.a¯b (?), Yah.ya¯ ibn Muh.ammad C119
al-Hatta¯rı¯, Badr al-Dı¯n H. usayn ibn Sha¯mı¯
D42
H. atta¯ta (?) al-Fa¯risku¯rı¯, Muh. ammad D181
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al-Hawarı¯, Abd al-Azı¯z ibn Alı¯ ibn Da¯u¯d
F24X
H. aydar ibn Ah.mad al-Kurdı¯ al-H. usayna¯-
ba¯dı¯ G53
H. aydara ibn Abd al-Rah.ma¯n al-H. usaynı¯ al-
Jazarı¯ G77




Hibat Alla¯h ibn al-H. usayn ibn Ah.mad al-
Ast.urla¯bı¯, Badı¯ al-Zama¯n G4
al-H. ifnı¯, Muh. ammad D104
H. ifz. ı¯, Muh. ammad Efendı¯ D194
al-H. ija¯zı¯, Shams al-Dı¯n Mah.mu¯d ibn Ah. -
mad D69
al-H. imyarı¯, Nashwa¯n ibn Saı¯d E2
al-Hindı¯, Abd al-Majı¯d D41
al-Hindı¯ (?), Fas.ı¯h. al-Dı¯n X14
al-Hindı¯, Jafar A34
al-Hindı¯, Jnh A30
al-Hindı¯, T. umt.um A31
al-Hindı¯, Yuh. anna¯ (?) A33
Hipparchus A9
H. isa¯n, Mus.t.afa¯ ibn Mus.t.afa¯ H62
al-H. ulwa¯nı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Ibra¯hı¯m D22
Huma¯m al-T. abı¯b, Muh. ammad ibn Muh.am-
mad G46
al-Hunayd, Shams al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad
C134
al-Hunaydı¯, Muh. ammad C133
H. unayn ibn Ish. a¯q B20
H. usa¯m al-Dı¯n Alı¯ ibn Fad. l Alla¯h al-Sa¯la¯r
G22
H. usa¯m al-Dı¯n al-Tu¯qa¯tı¯ G54
H. usa¯m ibn Shams al-Dı¯n al-Khat.ı¯b al-Khi-
t.a¯bı¯ al-Ahja¯nı¯ G86
H. usayn D146
al-H. usayn, Kama¯l al-Dı¯n al-Fa¯risı¯ G92
H. usayn al-H. usaynı¯ al-Khalkha¯lı¯ G69
H. usayn H. usnı¯, al-munajjim al-tha¯nı¯ H47
al-H. usayn ibn Abd Alla¯h, Abu¯ Alı¯, Ibn
Sı¯na¯ B81
al-H. usayn ibn Ah.mad ibn Yu¯suf, Abu¯ Alı¯
al-Aslamı¯ (?), Ibn Ba¯s.o F19
H. usayn ibn Alı¯ al-Suyu¯t.ı¯, al-Dı¯k D152
H. usayn ibn Jama¯l or Kama¯l al-Qa¯diri H52
H. usayn ibn Khalı¯l, Qrlfj (?) Za¯de H15
H. usayn ibn Muh.ammad al-Kila¯bı¯ D29
H. usayn ibn Muh.ammad al-Mah. allı¯ D85
H. usayn ibn Muı¯n al-Dı¯n al-Maybu¯dı¯ G60
H. usayn ibn Sha¯mı¯, Badr al-Dı¯n al-Hatta¯rı¯
al-Farad. ı¯ (?) D42
H. usayn ibn Shams al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad, Qi-
wa¯m al-Dı¯n al-Khafrı¯ G66
H. usayn al-Qabba¯nı¯ D80
H. usayn Qus.a, Abd Alla¯h al-Tu¯nisı¯, Ibn
Qus.a F47
H. usayn al-Wa¯iz. ibn Alı¯ al-Bayhaqı¯, al-
Ka¯shifı¯ G57
H. usayn Za¯id H49
al-H. usayna¯ba¯dı¯, H. aydar ibn Ah.mad G53
al-H. usaynı¯, Lalı¯ Za¯de Abd al-Ba¯qı¯ G94
al-H. usaynı¯, Muh. ammad H. akı¯m ibn Ala¯
al-Dawla G100
al-H. usnı¯, Abd al-Sala¯m ibn Muh.ammad
ibn Ah.mad F62
H. usnı¯, H. usayn, al-munajjim al-tha¯nı¯ H47
al-H. usnı¯, Muh. ammad Ba¯qir al-Tabrı¯zı¯, Ibn
Abi l-Qa¯sim G104
al-H. usnı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Muh.ammad (?)
ibn Abi l-Khayr C124
Hypsicles A10
I
Ibn Abd al-Barr, Yu¯suf ibn Abd Alla¯h ibn
Muh.ammad B61
Ibn Abi l-Fath. al-S. u¯fı¯, Shams al-Dı¯n Mu-
h. ammad al-Mis.rı¯ C98
Ibn Abı¯ Jara¯da, Jama¯l al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad
ibn Umar ibn Ah.mad ibn Hibat Alla¯h
G29
Ibn Abi l-Qa¯sim al-Andalusı¯ C169
Ibn Abi l-Qa¯sim al-H. usnı¯, Muh. ammad
Ba¯qir al-Tabrı¯zı¯ G104
Ibn Ama¯ju¯r B36
Ibn al-Araba¯nı¯, Abd al-Ghanı¯ ibn H. usa¯m
al-Dı¯n Ah.mad al-Mis.rı¯ C65
Ibn al-Assa¯l, al-Asad C10
Ibn al-At.t.a¯r, Muh. ammad ibn Ah.mad al-
Bilbaysı¯ al-Sha¯fiı¯ C80
Ibn al-At.t.a¯r, Muh. ibb al-Dı¯n Abu¯ Abd
Alla¯h Muh.ammad ibn Muh.ammad ibn
Ah.mad C66
Ibn Badr, Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad ibn
Umar F18
Ibn Bakhshı¯sh (?), Sulayma¯n ibn H. amza al-
Ru¯mı¯ al-Uthma¯nı¯ C117
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Ibn al-Banna¯, Abu l-Abba¯s Ah.mad ibn
Muh.ammad ibn Uthma¯n al-Marra¯kushı¯
F23
Ibn Ba¯s.o, Abu¯ Alı¯ al-H. usayn ibn Ah.mad
ibn Yu¯suf al-Aslamı¯ (?) F19
Ibn al-Ba¯zya¯r, Muh. ammad ibn Abd Alla¯h
ibn Umar B31
Ibn al-Bilbaysı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Muh.am-
mad ibn Abı¯ Bakr al-Azharı¯ C60
Ibn al-Da¯ya, Ah.mad ibn Yu¯suf Ka¯tib al-
T. u¯lu¯n B40
Ibn Fallu¯s, Shams al-Dı¯n Isma¯ı¯l ibn Ibra¯-
hı¯m ibn Gha¯zı¯ al-Ma¯ridı¯nı¯ C6
Ibn Farı¯ghu¯n (?), Mnby (?) B90
Ibn Gha¯nim, Alı¯ ibn Muh.ammad ibn Alı¯
C127
IbnGha¯zı¯ al-Uthma¯nı¯, Muh. ammad ibnAh. -
mad F40
Ibn al-Ghazu¯lı¯, Abu¯ Abd Allah Muh.am-
mad ibn Muh.ammad C33
Ibn al-H. a¯ik, al-H. asan ibn Ah.mad ibn Ya-
qu¯b al-Hamda¯nı¯ B41
Ibn al-Ha¯im, Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n Abu l-Abba¯s
Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad ibn Ima¯d C58
Ibn Haydu¯r, Alı¯ ibn Abd Alla¯h ibn Mu-
h. ammad F37
Ibn al-Haytham, Abu¯ Alı¯ al-H. asan ibn al-
H. asan B77
Ibn Ira¯q, Abu¯ Nas.r Mans.u¯r ibn Alı¯ B66
Ibn Ish. a¯q, Ah.mad ibn Alı¯ al-Tu¯nisı¯ F74
Ibn al-Janadı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Abd al-Rah. -
ma¯n ibn Ah.mad D64
Ibn al-Jundı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Abd al-Rah. -
ma¯n ibn Ah.mad D64
Ibn al-Kamma¯d, Abu l-Abba¯s Ah.mad ibn
Yu¯suf al-Andalusı¯ F11
Ibn Ka¯tib Sina¯n, Muh. ammad ibn Sina¯n al-
Qu¯nawı¯ H8
Ibn al-Katta¯nı¯, Muh. ammad ibnMuh.ammad
ibn Muh.ammad ibn Abd al-Qawı¯ al-
Qurashı¯ C32
Ibn al-Kayya¯l, Abd al-Lat.ı¯f ibn Ibra¯hı¯m ibn
al-Qa¯sim D60
Ibn Khallika¯n C8
Ibn al-Khawwa¯m, Abd Alla¯h ibn Muh.am-
mad G24
Ibn al-Maghribı¯, Abu l-H. asan Alı¯ F36
Ibn al-Majdı¯, Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n Abu l-Abba¯s
Ah.mad ibn Rajab ibn T. ı¯bugha¯ C62
Ibn Ma¯jid, Ah.mad X9
Ibn al-Malik al-Dimashqı¯, Uthma¯n ibn A-
la¯ l-Dı¯n ibn Yu¯nus ibnMuh.ammad D1
Ibn Ma¯sawayh, Abu¯ Zakarı¯ya¯ Yah.ya¯ B10
Ibn Mua¯dh, Muh.ammad ibn Yu¯suf al-Jay-
ya¯nı¯ F3
Ibn al-Muftı¯, Abu¯ Zayd Abd al-Rahm. a¯n ibn
Umar ibn Ah.mad al-Su¯sı¯ al-Jazu¯lı¯ al-
Ba¯uqaylı¯ F43
Ibn al-Muhallabı¯, Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Mu-
h. ammad ibn Muh.ammad C67
Ibn al-Muqri, Isma¯ı¯l ibn Sharaf D187
Ibn al-Mushrif, Zayn al-Dı¯n Abu¯ Bakr ibn
Isma¯ı¯l C43
Ibn al-Mutaqqina, Abu¯ AbdAlla¯hMuh.am-
mad ibn Alı¯ al-Rah.bı¯ C171
Ibn al-Najja¯r F44
Ibn Qa¯d. ı¯ Shuhba, Badr al-Dı¯n Abu¯ Abd
Alla¯h Muh.ammad al-Asadı¯ al-Sha¯fiı¯
C70
Ibn al-Qalaı¯, Muh. ammad C136
Ibn al-Qa¯s.ih. , Abu l-Baqa¯ Alı¯ ibn Uthma¯n
ibn Muh.ammad ibn Ah.mad C51
Ibn al-Qa¯s.s. B27
Ibn al-Qunfudh, Ah.mad ibn al-H. asan al-
Qust.ant.ı¯nı¯ F25
Ibn Qus.a, Abd Alla¯h H. usayn Qus.a al-
Tu¯nisı¯ F47
Ibn Qutayba, Abu¯ Muh.ammad Abd Alla¯h
ibn Muslim al-Dı¯nawarı¯ B25
Ibn al-Raqqa¯m, Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.am-
mad ibn Ibra¯hı¯m al-Awsı¯ F22
Ibn al-Sa¯a¯tı¯, Rid.wa¯n ibn Muh.ammad ibn
Alı¯ ibn Rustam al-Khura¯sa¯nı¯ C1
Ibn Sabı¯n, Abu¯ Muh.ammad Abd al-H. aqq
ibn Ibra¯hı¯m F15
Ibn al-S. affa¯r, Abu l-Qa¯simAh.mad ibn Abd
Alla¯h B74
Ibn al-S. ala¯h. , Abu l-Futu¯h. Ah.mad ibn Mu-
h. ammad ibn al-Sarı¯ G7
Ibn al-Samh. , Abu l-Qa¯sim As.bagh ibn Mu-
h. ammad B115
Ibn al-Sarra¯j, Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n Ah.mad ibn Abı¯
Bakr ibn Alı¯ C26
Ibn al-Sha¯t.ir, Ala¯ al-Dı¯n Abu l-H. asan Alı¯
ibn Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Muh.ammad C30
Ibn Sı¯na¯, Abu¯ Alı¯ al-H. usayn ibn Abd
Alla¯h B81
Ibn Su¯du¯n C82
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Ibn Tu¯mart al-Andalusı¯, Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h
Muh.ammad ibn Alı¯ F14
Ibn al-Ya¯samı¯n, Abu¯ Muh.ammad Abd
Alla¯h ibn al-H. ajja¯j F12
Ibn Yu¯nus, Abu l-H. asan Alı¯ ibn Abd al-
Rah.ma¯n B59
Ibn Zunbul, Ah.mad ibn Alı¯ al-Mah. allı¯
C107
Ibn Zurayq al-Khayrı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Alı¯
ibn Ibra¯hı¯m al-Jabartı¯ C116
Ibra¯hı¯m al-D. a¯bit. D191
Ibra¯hı¯m al-H. alabı¯ C113
Ibra¯hı¯m al-H. alabı¯ H24
Ibrahı¯m H. aqqı¯ H38
Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Abd al-Qa¯dir ibn Ibra¯hı¯m al-
Ala¯ı¯ X20
Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Alı¯ ibn Muh.ammad ibn Man-
s.u¯r al-Janadı¯ al-As.bah. ı¯ E5
Ibra¯hı¯m ibn H. asan, Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n D112
Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Kha¯lid ibn Ah.mad al-Alfı¯ E17
Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Mamdu¯d E9
Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Muh.ammad al-Andalusı¯
C124X
Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Muh.ammad al-Faza¯rı¯ B3
Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Muh.ammad ibn Shukr X11
Ibra¯hı¯m ibnMuh.ammad ibn Sulayma¯n, Izz
al-Dı¯n Abu l-Qa¯sim al-Bawsı¯ E13
Ibra¯hı¯m ibnMuh.ammad al-Zamzamı¯ D100
Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Qa¯ytba¯y al-Ashrafı¯ al-H. anafı¯
C122
Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Sina¯n ibn Tha¯bit ibn Qurra B42
Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Umar, S. a¯rim al-Dı¯n al-Bajalı¯
(?) or al-Najalı¯ (?) C105
Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Umar ibn H. asan al-Riba¯t. al-
Buqa¯ı¯ al-Sha¯fiı¯ C84
Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Yah.ya¯, Abu¯ Ish. a¯q al-Zarqa¯llu
or al-Zarqa¯lı¯ B87
Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Yah.ya¯, S. a¯rim al-Dı¯n, Jah.h. a¯f
E21
Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Zayn al-Dı¯n al-Shı¯ra¯zı¯ G72
Ibra¯hı¯m Jawda al-Damanhu¯rı¯ D199
Ibra¯hı¯m Ju¯rı¯ (?) H19
Ibra¯hı¯m Kho¯ja al-Muhandisı¯ H46
Ibra¯hı¯m al-Qarama¯nı¯ al-A¯mudı¯ H22
Ibra¯hı¯m Qas.s.a¯b Ba¯shı¯ Za¯de H54
al-Ibra¯shı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Ibra¯hı¯m D114
al-Ibshı¯hı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Shuayb al-H. a-
labı¯ Za¯ir al-Qara¯fatayn D130
al-Idrı¯sı¯, Abu¯ Muh.ammad H. amu¯da F46
al-Idrı¯sı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Muh.ammad ibn
Muh.ammad F46
al-Ikhla¯t.ı¯, Najm al-Dı¯n Ayyu¯b ibn Ayn al-
Dawla ibn Nas.r Alla¯h C3
al-Ikhs.a¯s. ı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Haykal D3
Ikhwa¯n al-S. afa¯ B65
I¯lya¯ al-Mat.ra¯n D127
Ima¯d [al-Dı¯n] ibn Jama¯l [al-Dı¯n] Bukha¯rı¯
G59
Ima¯d al-Dı¯n Yah.ya¯ ibn Muh.ammad ibn
H. asan E18
al-Ima¯m al-Amı¯r al-Ma¯likı¯ X16
Ima¯m Badr al-Dı¯n X12
Ima¯m al-Qala D179
Ira¯nsha¯h ibn Alı¯ al-Nı¯sa¯bu¯rı¯ G65
al-Ira¯qı¯, Abu l-Fath. Muh.ammad ibn al-Ha¯-
dı¯ Abı¯ Nas.r ibn Abı¯ Saı¯d, Ta¯j al-Saı¯dı¯
G52
al-I¯sa¯wı¯, Mus.t.afa¯ ibn Ah.mad, Shaykh Vefa¯
H2
al-Is.faha¯nı¯, Mah.mu¯d ibn Qa¯sim ibn al-Fad. l
G5
Is.faha¯nı¯, Malik-Muh.ammad ibn Sult.a¯n-H. u-
sayn G64
al-Isfaza¯rı¯, Abu¯ H. a¯tim al-Muz.affar ibn Is-
ma¯ı¯l G3
Ish. a¯q ibn H. unayn B34
Ish. a¯q al-Zarka¯nı¯ X24
al-Iskirı¯, Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Abd Alla¯h
D16
al-Isla¯mbu¯lı¯, Badr al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad ibn
Asad H29
Isma¯ı¯l China¯rı¯, Khalı¯fa Za¯de H41
Isma¯ı¯l Fahı¯m ibn Ibra¯hı¯m H. aqqı¯ H39
Isma¯ı¯l ibn Ah.mad, Abu l-Walı¯d al-Qurt.ubı¯
F2
Isma¯ı¯l ibn Hibat Alla¯h al-H. amawı¯ C52
Isma¯ı¯l ibn Ibra¯hı¯m ibnGha¯zı¯, Shams al-Dı¯n
al-Ma¯ridı¯nı¯, Ibn Fallu¯s C6
Isma¯ı¯l ibn Mus.t.afa¯ Kalambawı¯ H40
Isma¯ı¯l ibn al-Razza¯z, Abu l-Izz al-Jazarı¯,
Badı¯ al-Zama¯n C2
Isma¯ı¯l ibn Sharaf, Ibn al-Muqri D187
al-Isra¯ı¯lı¯, Sahl ibn Bishr B15
al-Isra¯ı¯lı¯, Samawal ibn Yah.ya¯ or Yahu¯da
G9
al-Ista¯nbu¯lı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Ibra¯hı¯m H59
Izz al-Dı¯n Abd al-Azı¯z ibn Muh.ammad
al-Wafa¯ı¯ C61
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Izz al-Dı¯n Abd al-Azı¯z ibn Sad al-Dı¯n
Masu¯d ibn Abd al-Azı¯z C46
Izz al-Dı¯n Abu l-Qa¯sim Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Mu-
h. ammad ibn Sulayma¯n al-Bawsı¯ E13
Izz al-Dı¯n ibn Abd al-H. ayy, Qut.b al-Dı¯n
al-Za¯hidı¯ al-La¯rı¯ G89
Izz al-Dı¯n al-Zanja¯nı¯ G18
J
al-Jabartı¯, Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn H. asan D92
al-Jabartı¯, H. asan ibn Ibra¯hı¯m D91
al-Jabartı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Alı¯ ibn Ibra¯hı¯m,
Ibn Zurayq al-Khayrı¯ C116
Ja¯bir ibn Abd Alla¯h ibn al-H. a¯jj, Abu l-
S. ala¯h. al-Ghiya¯thı¯ F32
Ja¯bir ibn Aflah. F1
Ja¯bir ibn Ibra¯hı¯m al-S. a¯bi B17
al-Jadalı¯, Ah.mad ibnMuh.ammad ibn Abdu¯
D131
al-Ja¯darı¯, Abu¯ Zayd Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn
Abı¯ Gha¯lib Muh.ammad F26
Jafar al-Hindı¯ A34
Jafar ibn Muh.ammad ibn Umar al-Balkhı¯,
Abu¯ Mashar B22
al-Jaghmı¯nı¯, Mah.mu¯d ibn Muh.ammad ibn
Umar G17
al-Jah.darı¯, Ah.mad ibn Qa¯sim F33
Jah.h. a¯f, S. a¯rim al-Dı¯n Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Yah.ya¯
E21
Jala¯l al-Dı¯n Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Abı¯ Bakr
ibn Muh.ammad al-Suyu¯t.ı¯ C103
Jala¯l al-Dı¯n Fad. l Alla¯h al-Ubaydı¯ G106
Jala¯l al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad ibn Abd Alla¯h
Yazdı¯ G70
al-Ja¯lı¯, Ah.mad D196
Jama¯l al-Dı¯n Abd Alla¯h ibn Khalı¯l ibn Yu¯-
suf al-Ma¯ridı¯nı¯ C47
Jama¯l al-Dı¯n Abu l-Qa¯sim ibn Mah. fu¯z. al-
Baghda¯dı¯ G25
Jama¯l al-Dı¯n Ah.mad ibn Thiba¯t C11
Jama¯l al-Dı¯n ibn Aazz al-Dimashqı¯ C59
Jama¯l al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad ibn Umar ibn
Ah.mad ibn Hibat Alla¯h, Ibn Abı¯ Jara¯da
G29
Jama¯l al-Dı¯n Yu¯suf ibn T. u¯gha¯n al-Qit.jı¯ (?)
al-Mı¯qa¯tı¯ C92
al-Jama¯lı¯ Yu¯suf ibn Qurqma¯s al-H. amza¯wı¯,
Amı¯r al-H. ajj al-H. alabı¯ C91
al-Jama¯lı¯ Yu¯suf ibn Yu¯suf D61
Ja¯masp al-H. akı¯m A28
Jamshı¯d ibn Masu¯d ibn Mah.mu¯d, Ghiya¯th
al-Dı¯n al-Ka¯shı¯ G48
al-Janadı¯, Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Alı¯ ibn Muh.ammad
ibn Mans.u¯r E5
al-Jana¯jı¯, Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad D172
al-Jana¯jı¯, Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad D203
al-Janawı¯, Saı¯d ibn Abd Alla¯h D25
al-Janna¯d al-Ans.a¯rı¯, Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Mu-
h. ammad ibn Muh.ammad ibn Abd al-
Wahha¯b Abı¯ Muh. ammad ibn Abd
Alla¯h F35
al-Jarkashı¯, Mus.t.afa¯ ibn Shams al-Dı¯n ibn
Ah.mad ibn Khid. rba¯y D23
Jawa¯d ibn Sad ibn Jawa¯d G73
al-Jawharı¯, Zayn al-Dı¯n Abu¯ Hurayra Abd
al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Banafsha¯ C87
al-Jawla¯nı¯, Shams al-Dı¯n Abu l-S. ala¯h. Mu-
h. ammad D31
al-Jayya¯nı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Yu¯suf, Ibn Mu-
a¯dh F3
al-Jaza¯irı¯, Alı¯ ibn Walı¯ ibn H. amza H16
al-Jazarı¯, Abu l-Izz Isma¯ı¯l ibn al-Razza¯z,
Badı¯ al-Zama¯n C2
al-Jazarı¯, H. aydara ibn Abdal-Rah.ma¯n G77
al-Jazarı¯, Ramad. a¯n ibn Abı¯ Hurayra G75
al-Jazu¯lı¯ F60
al-Jazu¯lı¯, Abu¯ Zayd Abd al-Rahm. a¯n ibn
Umar ibn Ah.mad, Ibn al-Muftı¯ F43




Jiha¯ngı¯ri, Muh. ammad S. a¯diq H37
al-Jı¯lı¯, Abu l-H. asanKu¯shya¯r ibn Labba¯n ibn
Ba¯shahrı¯ B70





Juna¯badı¯, Muz.affar Munajjim ibn Muh.am-
mad Qa¯sim G67
al-Jundı¯, Khalı¯l ibn Ish. a¯q C29
al-Ju¯rdı¯ (?), Yu¯suf ibn Ah.mad D82
Ju¯rı¯ (?), Ibra¯hı¯m H19
al-Jurja¯nı¯, Alı¯ ibn Muh.ammad, al-Sayyid
al-Sharı¯f G42
al-Juyu¯bı¯ (?), Muh. ammad ibn H. asan B94
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al-Ju¯zaja¯nı¯, Abu¯ Ubayd Abd al-Wa¯h. id ibn
Muh.ammad B82
K
al-Ka¯fiyajı¯, Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad
ibn Sulayma¯n C71
Kalambawı¯, Isma¯ı¯l ibn Mus.t.afa¯ H40
al-Kalla¯ı¯, Shams al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad ibn
Sharaf G37
Kama¯l al-Dı¯n al-H. usayn al-Fa¯risı¯ G92
Kama¯l al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad ibn al-H. asan al-
Fa¯risı¯ G30
Kama¯l al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad ibn al-Na¯sikh al-
Ma¯likı¯ X25
Kama¯l al-Dı¯n Mu¯sa¯ ibn Yu¯nus G13
Kama¯l Pa¯sha¯ Za¯de, Ah.mad ibn Sulayma¯n
H9
Kanaka (?) A32
al-Kara¯bı¯sı¯, Ah.mad ibn Umar B32
al-Kara¯dı¯sı¯, Badr al-Dı¯n al-H. asan ibnKhalı¯l
C90
al-Karajı¯, Abu¯ Bakr Muh.ammad ibn al-
H. asan B69
al-Karakı¯, Zayn al-Dı¯n Abu¯ Bakr Muh.am-
mad ibn Ayyu¯b C35
Karı¯m ibn Ibra¯hı¯m G87
Karra¯mı¯, Malik Mah.mu¯d G74
al-Ka¯shı¯, Ghiya¯th al-Dı¯n Jamshı¯d ibn Mas-
u¯d ibn Mah.mu¯d G48
al-Ka¯shifı¯, H. usayn al-Wa¯iz. ibn Alı¯ al-
Bayhaqı¯ G57
al-Ka¯tib, Muh.yi l-Dı¯n Muh.ammad ibn al-
H. ajjı¯ A¯temjeh H7
al-Ka¯tib al-Azharı¯, Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn
Abd Alla¯h D18
Ka¯tib al-T. u¯lu¯n, Ah.mad ibn Yu¯suf, Ibn al-
Da¯ya B40
al-Ka¯tib al-Wafa¯ı¯, Abu l-Khayr Abd al-
Rah.ma¯n D19
Ka¯tib-i Ru¯mı¯, Sayyid Alı¯ ibn H. usayn H11
al-Kawm al-Rı¯shı¯, Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n Ah.mad
ibn Ghula¯m Alla¯h ibn Ah.mad C41
al-Kawmı¯, Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h D204
al-Ka¯zu¯nı¯, Abd Alla¯h ibn H. asan al-Afı¯f
X17
Kha¯dim al-sa¯da al-Wafa¯ı¯ya, Abd al-Ghanı¯
D116
al-Khafrı¯, Qiwa¯m al-Dı¯n H. usayn ibn Shams
al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad G66
al-Kha¯lidı¯, Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad E16
Khalı¯fa Za¯de, Isma¯ı¯l China¯rı¯ H41
Khalı¯l ibn Ah.mad, Ghars al-Dı¯n al-Naqı¯b
al-H. alabı¯ C88
Khalı¯l ibn Ibra¯hı¯m ibn H. asan al-Azza¯zı¯
D134
Khalı¯l ibn Ish. a¯q al-Jundı¯ C29
al-Khalı¯lı¯, Shams al-Dı¯n Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h
Muh.ammad ibn Muh.ammad C37
al-Khalı¯lı¯, Sharaf al-Dı¯n Abu¯ Imra¯n Mu¯sa¯
ibn Muh.ammad ibn Uthma¯n C38
al-Khalkha¯lı¯, H. usayn G69
al-Khalwatı¯, Mus.t.afa¯ al-Muqri D24
al-Kha¯nı¯, Qa¯sim ibn S. ala¯h. al-Dı¯n D43
al-Kharaqı¯, Abu¯ Muh.ammad Abd al-
Jabba¯r ibn Abd al-Jabba¯r ibn Muh.am-
mad G6
al-Khashsha¯b, Alı¯ D120
al-Khat.ı¯b al-Baghda¯dı¯, Abu¯ Bakr Ah.mad
ibn Alı¯ ibn Tha¯bit B86
al-Khat.ı¯b al-Khit.a¯bı¯ al-Ahja¯nı¯, H. usa¯m ibn
Shams al-Dı¯n G86
Kha¯tim (?), A¯kovalı¯ Za¯de H56
al-Khat.t.a¯b (?), Muh. ammad ibnMuh.ammad
C118
al-Khat.t.a¯b (?), Yah.ya¯ ibnMuh.ammad C119
al-Kha¯tu¯naba¯dı¯, Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad,
al-Sharı¯f al-Isfaha¯nı¯ G79
al-Khawa¯nikı¯, Ramad. a¯n ibn S. a¯lih. D78
al-Khawa¯nikı¯, Shams al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad
ibn Muh.ammad D133
al-Khayya¯mı¯, Abu l-Fath. Umar ibn Ibra¯hı¯m
G2
al-Khayya¯t., Abu¯ Alı¯ B13
al-Khayya¯t. al-Wafa¯ı¯, Abu l-Itqa¯n Mus.t.afa¯
D101
al-Kha¯zin, Abu¯ Jafar B43
al-Khazrajı¯, Yah.ya¯ D188
Khid. r ibn Abd al-Qa¯dir al-Birlisı¯ al-Qab-
ba¯nı¯ C130
Kho¯ja At.a¯ Alla¯h G97
Kho¯ja al-Muhandisı¯, Ibra¯hı¯m H46
al-Khud. rı¯, Muh. ammad D111
al-Khujandı¯, Abu¯ Mah.mu¯d H. a¯mid ibn al-
Khid. r B50
Khura¯sa¯nı¯, Muh. ammad Ba¯qir ibn Muh.am-
mad Mumin G78
al-Khura¯sa¯nı¯, Rid.wa¯n ibn Muh.ammad ibn
Alı¯ ibn Rustam, Ibn al-Sa¯a¯tı¯ C1
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al-Khurfa¯nı¯ (?), Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n Ah.mad D55
al-Khuza¯ı¯ (?), Abu¯ AbdAlla¯hMuh.ammad
ibn Ah.mad ibn Umar E6
al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, Alı¯ Sha¯h ibn Muh.ammad
ibnQa¯sim, Ala¯ al-Dı¯n al-Bukha¯rı¯ G32
al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Mu¯sa¯ B14
al-Kila¯bı¯, H. usayn ibn Muh.ammad D29
Kı¯la¯nı¯, Mah.mu¯d Munajjim G85
al-Kı¯la¯nı¯, Muh.yi l-Dı¯n Abd al-Qa¯dir ibn
Abd Alla¯h G10
al-Kina¯nı¯, Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad ibn
... ibn Jama¯a C57
al-Kina¯nı¯, Badr al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad ibn
Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Sad Alla¯h ibn Jama¯a C23
al-Kindı¯, Yaqu¯b ibn Ish. a¯q B19
Kı¯rkis ibnFı¯lu¯s al-Bat.rak (?) al-Yu¯na¯nı¯ A24
al-Kirma¯nı¯, al-H. asan ibn Ah.mad ibn Abd
Alla¯h B80
al-Kishnawı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Muh.ammad
D74
al-Knjdy (?) H17
al-Ku¯hı¯, Abu¯ Sahl Wayjan ibn Rustam B53
al-Kurdı¯, H. aydar ibn Ah.mad G53
al-Kurdı¯, Menla¯ Chelebı¯ G98
al-Kurdı¯, Muh. ammad al-Ba¯qir G103
Ku¯shya¯r ibn Labba¯n ibn Ba¯shahrı¯, Abu l-
H. asan al-Jı¯lı¯ B70
al-Kuta¯mı¯, Abu¯ Bakr Muh.ammad D20
al-Kutubı¯, Abu l-Rid. a¯ Abd al-Lat.ı¯f ibn Ah. -
mad D76
al-Kutubı¯, Muh. ammad D27
al-Kutubı¯, Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n Ah.mad D55
Kwynkh (?), Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad
F45
L
al-La¯dhiqı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Abd al-Mah. -
mu¯d al-H. akı¯m D66
al-La¯dhiqı¯, Shams al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad ibn
Muh.ammad C132
al-Lakhmı¯, Abu¯ AbdAlla¯hMuh.ammad ibn
Ah.mad ibn Hisha¯m F10
Lalande J3
Lalı¯ Za¯de Abd al-Ba¯qı¯ al-H. usaynı¯ G94
al-La¯rı¯, Mus.lih. al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad ibn S. a-
la¯h. G63
al-La¯rı¯, Qut.b al-Dı¯n Izz al-Dı¯n ibn Abd
al-H. ayy G89
al-lmy (?), Abd al-Sala¯m ibn Muh.ammad
ibn Ah.mad F62
M
Mabu¯dı¯ ibn Ibra¯hı¯m al-Sha¯hru¯dı¯ al-Bist.a¯mı¯
G96
al-Maghribı¯, Abu l-H. asan Alı¯ ibnAbı¯Mah. -
mu¯d D189
al-Maghribı¯, Alı¯ ibn Walı¯ ibn H. amza H16
al-Maghribı¯, Muh. ammad Abu l-Amda¯d (?)
F52
al-Maghribı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Muh.ammad
ibn Sulayma¯n D39
al-Maghribı¯, Muh.yi l-Dı¯n Yah.ya¯ ibn Mu-
h. ammad ibn Abi l-Shukr G21
al-Maghribı¯, Samawal ibn Yah.ya¯ or Yahu¯-
da G9
al-Maghribı¯, Umar F56
al-Mah. allı¯, Abd al-Qa¯dir ibn Ibra¯hı¯m D53
al-Mah. allı¯, Ah.mad ibn Alı¯, Ibn Zunbul
C107
al-Mah. allı¯, Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad Ayya¯d
D67
al-Mah. allı¯, H. usayn ibn Muh.ammad D85
al-Mah. allı¯, Qut.b al-Dı¯n Mah.mu¯d D37
al-Mah. allı¯, Yu¯suf ibnMuh.ammad ibnMan-
s.u¯r D52
al-Mahdı¯, Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad, al-Sha-
rı¯f al-Isfaha¯nı¯ G79
Mah. fu¯z. ibn Abd al-Rah.ma¯n, Abu¯ H. amad
al-H. ad. ramı¯ E20
Mah.mu¯d, Qut.b al-Dı¯n al-Mah. allı¯ D37
Mah.mu¯d al-Ant.a¯kı¯ D198
Mah.mu¯d Efendı¯ ibn Sulayma¯n Jumliya¯n (?)
D96
Mah.mu¯d Efendı¯ Qarshahrı¯ H63
Mah.mu¯d ibn Ah.mad, Shams al-Dı¯n al-Awfı¯
al-H. ija¯zı¯ D69
Mahm. u¯d ibn Ah.mad ibnMah.mu¯d al-Sha¯fiı¯
al-S. a¯lih. ı¯, al-Murshidı¯ya (?) C50
Mah.mu¯d ibn Masu¯d, Qut.b al-Dı¯n al-Shı¯-
ra¯zı¯ G27
Mah.mu¯d ibn Muh.ammad ibn Qa¯d. ı¯ Za¯de al-
Ru¯mı¯, Mı¯ram Chelebı¯ H4
Mah.mu¯d ibn Muh.ammad ibn Qiwa¯m al-
Wa¯lishta¯nı¯ G44
Mah.mu¯d ibn Muh.ammad ibn Umar al-
Jaghmı¯nı¯ G17
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Mah.mu¯d ibn Qa¯sim ibn al-Fad. l al-Is.faha¯nı¯
G5
Mah.mu¯d Munajjim Kı¯la¯nı¯ G85
al-Mahrı¯, Sulayma¯n ibn Ah.mad X27
al-Ma¯ı¯ wa-l-Jalı¯, Umar ibn Ah.mad D54
al-Makkı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Ah.mad ibn Mu-
h. ammad ibn Bı¯rı¯ (?) D4
al-Makkı¯, Muh. ammad Rah.mat H51
al-Makkı¯, Yu¯suf Efendı¯ al-Aqqa¯d D160
al-Maktabı¯ (?), Ah.mad D200
al-Ma¯laqı¯, Alı¯ C102
Malik Ah.mad Khwa¯nsa¯rı¯: see Malik Mah. -
mu¯d Karra¯mı¯ G74
Malik Mah.mu¯d Karra¯mı¯ ibn Malik Ah.mad
Khwa¯nsa¯rı¯ G74
al-Ma¯likı¯, al-Ima¯m al-Amı¯r X16
al-Ma¯likı¯, Kama¯l al-Dı¯nMuh.ammad ibn al-
Na¯sikh X25
Malik-Muh.ammad ibn Sult.a¯n-H. usayn Is.fa-
ha¯nı¯ G64
al-Mamu¯n (Abbasid caliph) B9
al-Mana¯shı¯rı¯, Muh. ammad ibnMah.mu¯d D8
al-Manba¯wı¯ (?) D178
al-Manfalu¯t.ı¯, Muh. ammadAbu¯ Shahya D84
Mans.u¯r ibn Alı¯, Abu¯ Nas.r, Ibn Ira¯q B66
al-Manzila¯wı¯, Abd al-Rah.ma¯n D59
al-Manzilı¯, Abu l-H. asan Alı¯ ibn Abı¯ Mah. -
mu¯d D189
al-Manzilı¯, Mus.t.afa¯ D157
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(=C131?)
Muh.yi l-Dı¯n Abu l-Ju¯d Abd al-Qa¯dir ibn
Alı¯ al-Sakha¯wı¯ C131 (=C93?)
Muh.yi l-Dı¯n Abu l-Maa¯lı¯ Murtafa ibn
H. asan ibn Murtafa al-Sa¯a¯tı¯ C36
Muh.yi l-Dı¯nMuh.ammad ibn al-H. ajjı¯ A¯tem-
jeh al-Ka¯tib H7
Muh.yi l-Dı¯n Yah.ya¯ ibnMuh.ammad ibn Abi
l-Shukr al-Maghribı¯ G21
al-Mukhallala¯tı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Abd al-
Rah. ı¯m D90
Mulla¯ Alı¯ Efendı¯ al-Da¯ghista¯nı¯ X10
Mumin Za¯de H53
Munajjimak, Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad
ibn Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad ibn H. asan
ibn H. usayn H23
Munajjimak, Muh.ammad Faza¯ı¯, raı¯s al-
munajjimı¯n H23
al-Muna¯wı¯, Abd Alla¯h ibn Ah.mad D35
al-Munba¯wı¯, Abd al-Razza¯q D122
al-Munı¯r al-Sama¯nu¯dı¯ al-Azharı¯ al-Sha¯fiı¯,
Muh. ammad D105
al-Murshidı¯ya (?), Mahm. u¯d ibn Ah.mad ibn
Mah.mu¯d al-Sha¯fiı¯ al-S. a¯lih. ı¯ C50
Murtafa ibn H. asan ibn Murtafa, Muh.yi l-
Dı¯n Abu l-Maa¯lı¯ al-Sa¯a¯tı¯ C36
Mu¯sa¯ Ga¯lı¯nu¯s H3
Mu¯sa¯ ibn Muh.ammad ibn Mah.mu¯d al-Ru¯-
mı¯, Qa¯d. ı¯ Za¯de G50
Mu¯sa¯ ibn Muh.ammad ibn Mu¯sa¯ al-Qulaybı¯
al-Ma¯likı¯ al-Ghamrı¯ D71
Mu¯sa¯ ibn Muh.ammad ibn Uthma¯n, Sharaf
al-Dı¯n Abu¯ Imra¯n al-Khalı¯lı¯ C38
Mu¯sa¯ ibn Sha¯hı¯n al-Absha¯dı¯ D167
Mu¯sa¯ ibn Sha¯hı¯r (?) al-Absha¯dı¯ (?) al-Mus-
limı¯ al-H. usaynı¯ D33
Mu¯sa¯ ibn Yu¯nus, Kama¯l al-Dı¯n G13
Mu¯sa¯ Za¯de Muh.ammad Ubayd Alla¯h H45
Mus.lih. al-Dı¯nMuh.ammad ibn S. ala¯h. al-La¯rı¯
al-Ans.a¯rı¯ G63
Muslim ibn Isma¯ı¯l, Abu¯ Naı¯m al-Fa¯riqı¯
C165
Muslim ibn Mah.mu¯d ibn Nima ibn Arsla¯n,
Abu l-Ghana¯im al-Shayzarı¯ C5
al-Muslimı¯, Mu¯sa¯ ibn Sha¯hı¯r (?) D33
Mus.t.afa¯ D159
Mus.t.afa¯, Abu l-Itqa¯n al-Khayya¯t. al-Wafa¯ı¯
D101
Mus.t.afa¯ al-Dhahabı¯ al-Sha¯fiı¯ D117
Mus.t.afa¯ ibn Ah.mad al-S. ayrawı¯ al-I¯sa¯wı¯,
Shaykh Vefa¯ H2
Mus.t.afa¯ ibn Alı¯ H10
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Mus.t.afa¯ ibn Muh.ammad ibn Mus.t.afa¯ al-
Mutamada¯wı¯ D166
Mus.t.afa¯ ibn Muh.ammad al-T. a¯ı¯ al-H. anafı¯
D83
Mus.t.afa¯ ibn Mus.t.afa¯ H. isa¯n H62
Mus.t.afa¯ ibn Nu¯r al-Dı¯n X4
Mus.t.afa¯ ibn Sahra¯b D36
Mus.t.afa¯ ibn Shams al-Dı¯n ibn Ah.mad ibn
Khid. rba¯y al-Jarkashı¯ al-T. a¯hirı¯ D23
Mus.t.afa¯ al-Manzilı¯ D157
Mus.t.afa¯ al-Muqri al-Khalwatı¯ al-Falakı¯ al-
Dimya¯t.ı¯ D24
Mus.t.afa¯ S. idqı¯ ibn S. a¯lih. D81
Mus.t.afa¯ Zakı¯ H27
al-Mutamada¯wı¯, Mus.t.afa¯ ibn Muh.ammad
ibn Mus.t.afa¯ D166
al-Mut.arrifı¯, Ah.mad ibn Abı¯ H. umayda F27
Muwaffaq al-Qays.arı¯ G34
al-Mu¯yta¯bı¯ (?), Alı¯ al-Ra¯bit. H35
al-Muz.affar ibn Isma¯ı¯l, Abu¯ H. a¯tim al-Isfa-
za¯rı¯ G3
al-Muz.affar ibn Muh.ammad ibn al-Muz.af-
far, Sharaf al-Dı¯n al-T. u¯sı¯ G15
Muz.affar Munajjim ibn Muh.ammad Qa¯sim
Juna¯badı¯ G67
N
al-Na¯balı¯ (?), Muh. ammad ibn Abd al-Rah. -
ma¯n D119
al-Nabtı¯tı¯, Abd al-Qa¯dir ibn Mah.mu¯d D28
al-Nabtı¯tı¯, Alı¯ ibn Abd al-Qa¯dir D26
al-Nabtı¯tı¯, Alı¯ ibn Abd al-Qa¯dir D44
al-Na¯bulsı¯ (?), Muh. ammad ibn Abd al-
Rah.ma¯n D119
al-Nafrawı¯, Muh. ammad D94
al-Najalı¯ (?), S. a¯rim al-Dı¯n Ibra¯hı¯m ibn U-
mar C105
al-Naja¯mı¯, Muh. ammad D63
al-Najdı¯ D136
Najm al-Dı¯n Abu l-Abba¯s Ah.mad ibn Mu-
h. ammad ibn Alı¯ ibn al-Rifa al-Ans.a¯rı¯
C19
Najm al-Dı¯n Ayyu¯b ibn Ayn al-Dawla ibn
Nas.r Alla¯h al-Ikhla¯t.ı¯ C3
Najm al-Dı¯n ibn SayyidMuh.ammad al-Mu-
najjim H64
Najm al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad ibn Muh.ammad
al-Mis.rı¯ C16
al-Naqı¯b al-H. alabı¯, Ghars al-Dı¯n Khalı¯l ibn
Ah.mad C88
al-Naqqa¯sh, Nu¯r al-Dı¯n Alı¯ ibn Muh.am-
mad C74
al-Nasawı¯, Abu l-H. asan Alı¯ ibn Ah.mad
B67
Nashwa¯n ibn Saı¯d al-H. imyarı¯ E2
Nas.ı¯r al-Dı¯n Ah.mad ibn H. aydar ibn Mu-
h. ammad al-Shı¯ra¯zı¯ G31
Nas.ı¯r al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad ibn Muh.ammad
al-T. u¯sı¯ G23
Na¯s.ir al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad ibn Simu¯n C24
al-Nasrı¯, Alı¯ ibn Ra¯shid ibn Ah.mad ibn
Mu¯sa¯ ibn Yah.ya¯ ibn Nasr E12
al-Nat.t.a¯h. , Muh. ammad ibn Alı¯ ibn Yah.ya¯
F9
al-Nayrı¯zı¯, Abu l-Abba¯s al-Fad. l ibn H. a¯tim
B39
Nicomachus A17
Nimat Alla¯h, Umar D195
al-Nimra (?), Muh. ammad ibn Muh.yi l-Dı¯n
al-Dimya¯t.ı¯ D51
al-Nı¯sa¯bu¯rı¯, Ira¯nsha¯h ibn Alı¯ G65
al-Nı¯sa¯pu¯rı¯, Niz. a¯m al-Dı¯n al-H. asan ibnMu-
h. ammad G38
Niz. a¯m al-Dı¯n al-H. asan ibn Muh.ammad al-
Nı¯sa¯pu¯rı¯ G38
al-Niz. a¯mı¯, Fas.ı¯h. al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad ibn
Abd al-Karı¯m X8
al-Niz. a¯mı¯, H. asan ibnMuh.ammad,Qa¯d. ı¯ H. a-
san G99
Nuqt.a (?) ibn Maru¯f H13
Nu¯r al-Dı¯n Abu l-Qa¯sim Alı¯ ibn Ah.mad al-
Balkhı¯ B55
Nu¯r al-Dı¯n Alı¯ ibn Abd Alla¯h al-T. awa¯shı¯
E23
Nu¯r al-Dı¯n Alı¯ ibn Abd al-Qa¯dir al-Farad. ı¯
al-Sha¯fiı¯, al-Sharı¯f al-H. usnı¯ C77
Nu¯r al-Dı¯n Alı¯ ibn Muh.ammad ibn Isma¯ı¯l
al-Zamzamı¯ C75
Nu¯r al-Dı¯n Alı¯ ibnMuh.ammad al-Naqqa¯sh
C74
Nu¯r al-Dı¯n ibn Abd Alla¯h al-Wa¯iz. D184
Nuzhat, Umar ibn Abd Alla¯h H55
P
Pı¯r H. asan H61
Ptolemy A18
Pythagoras A1
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Q
al-Qabba¯nı¯, H. usayn D80
al-Qabba¯nı¯, Khid. r ibn Abd al-Qa¯dir C130
al-Qabba¯nı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Ah.mad ibn
Muh.ammad D156
al-Qabı¯s. ı¯, Abd al-Azı¯z ibn Uthma¯n B45
al-Qaddu¯sı¯, Abd al-Rah.ma¯n D59
Qa¯d. ı¯ H. asan, H. asan ibn Muh.ammad al-Fa-
s. ı¯h. ı¯ al-Niz. a¯mı¯ G99
Qa¯d. ı¯ Za¯de, Mu¯sa¯ ibn Muh.ammad ibn Mah. -
mu¯d al-Ru¯mı¯ G50
al-Qa¯dirı¯, Abd al-Qa¯dir ibn Mah.mu¯d D28
al-Qa¯dirı¯, Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad Bu¯ Day-
dah. (?) F55
al-Qa¯diri, H. usayn ibn Jama¯l or Kama¯l H52
al-Qa¯dirı¯, Ramad. a¯n ibn Abı¯ Hurayra G75
al-Qalaı¯: see Ibn al-Qalaı¯ C136
al-Qalas.a¯dı¯, Abu l-H. asan Alı¯ ibn Muh.am-
mad F34
al-Qalyu¯bı¯, Shiha¯b al-Dı¯n Ah.mad ibn Ah. -
mad D30
Qaragozlu, Abd Alla¯h ibn Nas.r Alla¯h G91
al-Qarama¯nı¯, Ibra¯hı¯m H22
al-Qa¯rih. (?), Da¯u¯d ibn Muh.ammad D149
Qarshahrı¯, Mah.mu¯d Efendı¯ H63
Qa¯sim ibn S. ala¯h. al-Dı¯n al-Kha¯nı¯ D43
al-Qas.ra¯nı¯, Abu¯ Yu¯suf Yaqu¯b ibn Alı¯ B21
Qas.s.a¯b, Ibra¯hı¯m Ba¯shı¯ Za¯de H54
al-Qat.arı¯, Shams al-Dı¯n Abu l-S. ala¯h. Mu-
h. ammad D31
al-Qaymarı¯ C42
al-Qayrawa¯nı¯, Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad Bu¯
Daydah. (?) F55
al-Qays.arı¯, Abd al-H. alı¯m Suwaylam Za¯de
H25
al-Qays.arı¯, Muwaffaq G34
al-Qazwı¯nı¯, Abd al-Rah. ı¯m ibn al-Mulla¯
Abd al-Karı¯m D38
al-Qazwı¯nı¯, Zakarı¯ya¯ ibn Muh.ammad ibn
Mah.mu¯d G20
al-Qipja¯qı¯, Baylak ibn Abd Alla¯h C9
al-Qit.jı¯ (?), Jama¯l al-Dı¯n Yu¯suf ibn T. u¯gha¯n
C92
Qiwa¯m al-Dı¯n H. usayn ibn Shams al-Dı¯n
Muh.ammad al-Khafrı¯ G66
Qo¯ja Sa¯atjı¯ H26
Qrlfj (?) Za¯de, H. usayn ibn Khalı¯l H15
al-Qu¯hı¯, Abu¯ Sahl Wayjan ibn Rustam B53
al-Qulaybı¯, Mu¯sa¯ ibnMuh.ammad ibnMu¯sa¯
D71
al-Qummı¯, Abu¯ Nas.r al-H. asan ibn Alı¯ B60
al-Qummı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Ah.mad B68
al-Qumna¯tı¯, Sayyid H. asan ibn Sayyid Alı¯
G47
al-Qu¯nawı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Sina¯n, Ibn Ka¯-
tib Sina¯n H8
al-Qurashı¯, Abu l-H. asan Alı¯ ibn Muh.am-
mad F34
al-Qurashı¯,Muh. ammad ibnMuh.ammad ibn
Muh.ammad ibn Abd al-Qawı¯, Ibn al-
Katta¯nı¯ C32
al-Qurt.ubı¯, Abu l-Walı¯d Isma¯ı¯l ibn Ah.mad
F2
al-Qu¯shjı¯, Ala¯ al-Dı¯n Alı¯ ibnMuh.ammad
G51
Qust.a¯ ibn Lu¯qa¯ B38
al-Qust.ant.ı¯nı¯, Ah.mad ibn al-H. asan, Ibn al-
Qunfudh F25
Qut.b al-Dı¯n Alı¯ al-Tabrı¯zı¯ G126
Qut.b al-Dı¯n Izz al-Dı¯n ibn Abd al-H. ayy
al-Za¯hidı¯ al-La¯rı¯ G89
Qut.b al-Dı¯nMah.mu¯d ibnMasu¯d al-Shı¯ra¯zı¯
G27
Qut.b al-Dı¯n Mah.mu¯d al-Mah. allı¯ D37
al-Qut.b Sayyidı¯ Abd al-Sala¯m al-Fı¯tu¯rı¯ (?),
Abu¯ Arawı¯ (?) Muh.ammad ibn Imra¯n
ibn Abı¯ Muh.ammad F38
al-Qwjwy (?), Awı¯s D129
R
al-Ra¯bit. al-Mu¯yta¯bı¯ (?), Alı¯ H35
al-Rah.bı¯, Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad ibn
Alı¯, Ibn al-Mutaqqina C171
raı¯s al-munajjimı¯n, Muh. ammad ibn Alı¯
H20
raı¯s al-munajjimı¯n Munajjimak, Muh.am-
mad Faza¯ı¯ H23
Ramad. a¯n ibn Abı¯ Hurayra al-Jazarı¯ al-Qa¯-
dirı¯ G75
Ramad. a¯n ibn S. a¯lih. al-Khawa¯nikı¯ D78
al-Rasaynı¯ A26
al-Rashı¯dı¯, Alı¯ ibn Rajab Musha¯q (?) D32
al-Rashı¯dı¯, Shams al-Dı¯n Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h
Muh.ammad ibn Burha¯n al-Dı¯n Ibra¯hı¯m
C39
al-Rashı¯dı¯, Yu¯nus ibn Abd al-Qa¯dir D137
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al-Rasmu¯kı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Abd al-Azı¯z
F59
al-Ra¯zı¯, Fakhr al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad ibn U-
mar ibn H. usayn G12
Ra¯zı¯, Sha¯h-Marda¯n ibn Abi l-Khayr B91
al-Razza¯z, Rid.wa¯n Efendı¯ ibn Abd Alla¯h
D58
al-Riba¯t. al-Buqa¯ı¯ al-Sha¯fiı¯, Ibra¯hı¯m ibn
Umar ibn H. asan C84
Rid.wa¯n Efendı¯ ibn Abd Alla¯h al-Razza¯z
D58
Rid.wa¯n ibnMuh.ammad ibn Alı¯ ibnRustam
al-Khura¯sa¯nı¯, Ibn al-Sa¯a¯tı¯ C1
al-Rifa¯ı¯, Yah.ya¯ ibn Alı¯ C99
Riya¯d. ı¯, Sulayma¯n H65
al-Rubı¯ (?), Muh. ammad ibn Ibra¯hı¯m ibn
Yu¯suf C112
al-Ru¯da¯nı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Muh.ammad ibn
Sulayma¯n D39
Rukn al-Dı¯n ibn Sharaf al-Dı¯n al-H. usaynı¯
al-A¯mulı¯ G41
al-Ru¯mı¯, Alı¯ Chelebı¯ H60
al-Ru¯mı¯, Mu¯sa¯ ibn Muh.ammad ibn Mah. -
mu¯d, Qa¯d. ı¯ Za¯de G50
al-Ru¯mı¯, Sulayma¯n ibn H. amza, Ibn Bakh-
shı¯sh (?) C117
al-Rusta¯ı¯, Muh. ammad ibn A¯dam G81
Rustam Bey al-H. a¯rithı¯ al-Badakhshı¯ G95
Rymbr (?) al-Yu¯na¯nı¯ A25
S
al-Sa¯a¯tı¯, Muh. ammad Abd al-Azı¯z ibn
Alı¯ D125
al-Sa¯a¯tı¯, Muh.yi l-Dı¯n Abu l-Maa¯lı¯ Mur-
tafa ibn H. asan ibn Murtafa C36
Sa¯atjı¯, Qo¯ja H26
al-S. abba¯n, Muh. ammad ibn Alı¯ D97
al-Sa¯bi, Abu¯ Ish. a¯q B48
al-S. a¯bi, Ja¯bir ibn Ibra¯hı¯m B17
al-Sabraba¯wı¯, Shams al-Dı¯n ibn Abd Alla¯h
Fath. D162
al-Sabzawa¯rı¯, Muh. ammad Ba¯qir ibn Mu-
h. ammad Mumin G78
Sad al-Dı¯n Asad ibn Saı¯d al-Hamada¯nı¯
G90
al-S. adı¯, Ah.mad ibn Yah.ya¯ E22
S. adr al-Dı¯n D177
al-S. afa¯qusı¯, Ah.mad ibn Abd al-Azı¯z D48
al-S. aghı¯r al-Akhd. arı¯, Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn
Abı¯ Muh.ammad F41
Sahl ibn Bishr al-Isra¯ı¯lı¯ B15
Sah.nu¯n ibn Uthma¯n ibn Sulayma¯n al-Wan-
sharı¯shı¯ F61
al-S. ah. rı¯, Muh. ammad D21
al-Sah. tı¯tı¯ C173
Saı¯d ibn Abd Alla¯h al-Tanbaktı¯ al-Janawı¯
D25
al-Saja¯wandı¯, Sira¯j al-Dı¯n Abu¯ T. a¯hir Mu-
h. ammad ibn Muh.ammad G11
al-Sajja¯ı¯, Ah.mad ibn Ah.mad D86
al-Sakha¯wı¯, Muh.yi l-Dı¯n Abu l-Ju¯d Abd
al-Qa¯dir ibn Alı¯ C131 (=C93?)
al-S. akhrı¯, Muh. ammad D21
S. ala¯h. al-Dı¯n Ya¯zı¯jı¯ H18
al-Sa¯la¯r, H. usa¯m al-Dı¯n Alı¯ ibn Fad. l Alla¯h
G22
S. a¯lih. Efendı¯ Mima¯rı¯ H36
S. a¯lih. Mans.u¯r al-Ya¯fı¯ al-H. anafı¯ D163
al-S. a¯lih. ı¯, Mahm. u¯d ibn Ah.mad ibn Mah. -
mu¯d, al-Murshidı¯ya (?) C50
al-S. a¯lih. ı¯, Zayn al-Dı¯n Abu¯ Hurayra Abd
al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Banafsha¯ C87
Sa¯lim ibn Ah.mad ibn Shaykha¯n D6
al-Samala¯wı¯, Abd al-Mut.ı¯ ibn Sa¯lim ibn
Umar D65
al-Sama¯nu¯dı¯, Muh. ammad al-Munı¯r D105
al-Samarqandı¯, Abu¯ Da¯u¯d Sulayma¯n ibn
Is.ma B33
al-Samarqandı¯, Abu l-Fath. B58
al-Samarqandı¯, Shams al-Dı¯n Muh.ammad
ibn Ashraf G26
Samawal ibn Yah.ya¯ or Yahu¯da al-Maghribı¯
or al-Isra¯ı¯lı¯ G9
al-Sa¯mı¯ (?), Abu l-Khayr al-Shukr D142
al-Sa¯mu¯lı¯, Abd al-Majı¯d D41
Sanad ibn Alı¯ B11
SanjaqDa¯r, Abu¯ AbdAlla¯hMuh.ammad al-
Sharı¯f al-Tu¯nisı¯ F53
al-Sanjarı¯, Ah.mad ibn Ibra¯hı¯m B57
Sanna¯r, Muh. ammad D108
al-Sanu¯sı¯, Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad ibn
Yu¯suf al-Muqri F29
al-Saqalı¯, Abu¯ Muh.ammad Umar ibn Ha¯-
ru¯n X1
al-Sara¯jı¯ (?), Abd al-Wahha¯b al-Muqri
D50
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al-S. ardafı¯, Ah.mad (or: Ish. a¯q?) ibn Yu¯suf
E1
S. a¯rim al-Dı¯n Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Umar al-Bajalı¯
(?) or al-Najalı¯ (?) C105
S. a¯rim al-Dı¯n Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Yah.ya¯, Jah.h. a¯f
E21
Sarjis A26
al-Saru¯jı¯, Ah.mad ibn Abd al-Ghanı¯ X2
Sa¯t.ilmish, Sayf al-Dı¯n C72
Sayf al-Dı¯n Sa¯t.ilmish C72
al-S. aymarı¯, Abu l-Anbas B23
al-S. ayrawı¯, Mus.t.afa¯ ibn Ah.mad, Shaykh
Vefa¯ H2
Sayyid Alı¯ ibn H. usayn, Ka¯tib-i Ru¯mı¯ H11
Sayyid H. asan ibn Sayyid Alı¯ al-Qumna¯tı¯
G47
Sayyid al-Munajjim,Muh.ammad al-H. usay-
nı¯ G43
al-Sayyid al-Sharı¯f al-Jurja¯nı¯, Alı¯ ibn Mu-
h. ammad, G42
al-Shabra¯mallisı¯, Muh. ammad ibn Alı¯ D7
al-Shabrı¯sı¯ (?), Zayn al-Dı¯n Abd al-Rah. -
ma¯n D201
al-Sha¯dhilı¯, Ah.mad ibn Umar C55
al-Sha¯dhilı¯, Muh. ammad Abu¯ Shahya D84
al-Sha¯fiı¯, al-Ima¯m B2
al-Sha¯fiı¯, Shams al-Dı¯n Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h
Muh.ammad C129
Sha¯h Efendı¯ al-Fana¯rı¯ H103
al-Sha¯hid, Abu¯ Alı¯ B95
Sha¯h-Marda¯n ibn Abi l-Khayr Ra¯zı¯ B91
al-Sha¯hru¯dı¯, Mabu¯dı¯ ibn Ibra¯hı¯m G96
Shams al-Aimma Muh.ammad ibn Alı¯ al-
Wa¯bkanawı¯ G36
Shams al-Dı¯n Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad
ibn Burha¯n al-Dı¯n Ibra¯hı¯m al-Rashı¯dı¯
C39
Shams al-Dı¯n Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad
ibn Muh.ammad al-Khalı¯lı¯ C37
Shams al-Dı¯n Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh.ammad
al-Sha¯fiı¯ C129
Shams al-Dı¯n Abu l-S. ala¯h. Muh. ammad al-
Qat.arı¯ al-Jawla¯nı¯ D31
Shams al-Dı¯n Ah.mad ibn Muh.ammad ibn
Ah.mad al-Azharı¯ al-Bakha¯niqı¯ C28
Shams al-Dı¯n ibn Abd Alla¯h Fath. al-Far-
ghalı¯ al-Sabraba¯wı¯ D162
Shams al-Dı¯n Isma¯ı¯l ibn Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Gha¯zı¯
al-Ma¯ridı¯nı¯, Ibn Fallu¯s C6
Shams al-Dı¯n Mah.mu¯d ibn Ah.mad al-Awfı¯
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Amı¯r al-H. ajj al-H. alabı¯ C91
Yu¯suf ibn T. u¯gha¯n, Jama¯l al-Dı¯n al-Qit.jı¯ (?)
al-Mı¯qa¯tı¯ C92
Yu¯suf ibn Yu¯suf, al-Jama¯lı¯ D61
Yu¯suf al-Talı¯nı¯ (?) D185
Z
Zacuto, Abraham F31
al-Za¯hidı¯, Qut.b al-Dı¯n Izz al-Dı¯n ibn Abd
al-H. ayy G89
Za¯ir al-Qara¯fatayn al-Sha¯fiı¯ al-Ibshı¯hı¯,
Muh. ammad ibn Shuayb al-H. alabı¯
D130
al-Zajja¯jı¯, Abd al-Rah.ma¯n ibn Ish. a¯q B26
Zakarı¯ya¯ ibn Muh.ammad ibn Ah.mad, Abu¯
Yah.ya¯ al-Ans.a¯rı¯ C78
Zakarı¯ya¯ ibn Muh.ammad ibn Mah.mu¯d al-
Qazwı¯nı¯ G20
Zakarı¯ya¯ ibnYah.ya¯ ibnZakarı¯ya¯ al-Bilbaysı¯
(?) C64
Zakı¯, Mus.t.afa¯ H27
Zakı¯ al-Ghaznawı¯, Abu l-Mah. a¯mid Mu-
h. ammad ibn Masu¯d ibn Muh.ammad
G33
Zaku¯t. F31
al-Zamzamı¯, Ibra¯hı¯m ibnMuh.ammad D100
al-Zamzamı¯, Nu¯r al-Dı¯n Alı¯ ibn Muh.am-
mad ibn Isma¯ı¯l C75
al-Zanja¯nı¯, Izz al-Dı¯n G18
Zara¯dasht A27
Zarathustra A27
al-Zarka¯nı¯, Ish. a¯q X24
al-Zarqa¯llu or al-Zarqa¯lı¯, Abu¯ Ish. a¯q Ibra¯hı¯m
ibn Yah.ya¯ B87
al-Zatarı¯, Alı¯ D46
Zayn al-A¯bidı¯n al-Ujhu¯rı¯, Alı¯ ibnMuh.am-
mad D34
Zayn al-A¯bidı¯n Umar ibn Ibra¯hı¯m ibn Nu-
jaym al-Mis.rı¯ al-H. anafı¯ C104
Zayn al-Dı¯n Abd al-Rah.ma¯n al-Shabrı¯sı¯ (?)
D201
Zayn al-Dı¯n Abu¯ Bakr ibn Isma¯ı¯l, Ibn al-
Mushrif C43
Zayn al-Dı¯n Abu¯ Bakr Muh.ammad ibn
Ayyu¯b al-S. u¯fı¯ al-Karakı¯ C35
Zayn al-Dı¯n Abu¯ Hurayra Abd al-Rah.ma¯n
ibn Banafsha¯ al-Jawharı¯ al-S. a¯lih. ı¯ C87
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Zayn al-Dı¯n Arafa ibn Muh.ammad al-
Farad. ı¯ C76
Zayn al-Dı¯n ibn Sura l-Dı¯n al-Durrı¯ al-
Ma¯likı¯ D13
Zayn al-Dı¯n Umar al-Zuhrı¯ C79
al-Zubayr ibn Ah.mad ibn Ibra¯hı¯m ibn al-
Zubayr, Abu l-Qa¯sim al-Qa¯d. ı¯ al-Thaqa-
fı¯ F21
Zuh. al: see Ghula¯m Zuh. al B51
al-Zuhrı¯, Zayn al-Dı¯n Umar C79
Appendix: Corrections to the Cairo Survey (King)
The following errors have been noted in my own copy of the Cairo Survey.
The initial references are to page / entry / reference to Arabic catalogue / line
number (negative from bottom of text). In many of the nisbas relating to
obscure places, the vowelling is dubious and could be corrected with some
effort.
26/A18/1.1.6/2: for “H. unayn b. Ish. a¯q (no. B20)” read “Ish. a¯q b. H. unayn (no. B34)”
27/A21/5.2.6/-3: for “Hosen” read “Hoesen”
34/B17/6.2.4: for “al-Sa¯rı¯” read “al-Sarı¯”
34/B19/5.2.9/1: for “K. al-Dwr dhmzj (?)” read “K. al-Duwa¯zdah marj”
34/B20/1.1.6/1-2: move this entry to B34
35/B22/5.2.10: see Paul Kunitzsch in ZDMG 134 (1984), p. 284, n. 17
37/B30/1.1.6/2: for “H. unayn b. Ish. a¯q” read “Ish. a¯q b. H. unayn”
40/B45/1.2.3/1: for “yamtah. anu” read “yumtah. anu”
41/B52/1.3.1/17: for “n.d.” read “1969” and see Kunitzsch in ZGAIW 3 (1986), 62f
53/B109/6.2.25/3: for “Safa¯ih. ” read “S. afa¯ih. ”
55/C4: for “al-Dunya” read “al-Dunya¯”. This individual is probably to be identified
with the legal scholar Sira¯j al-Dı¯n al-Saja¯wandı¯ (no. G11)
59/C17/4.1.1/-14: for “Sédellot” read “Sédillot”
60/C25: for “musa¯ta¯ra” read “musa¯tara”
64/C37/3.1.9/6: for “D152” read “C80”
66/C46: for “F49” read “F39”
72/C62/2.3.6g/1: for “fi” read “fı¯”
72/C62/2.3.6h/1-2: for “fi” read “fı¯” and for “muqawwamat” read “muqawwama¯t”
79/C93: perhaps identical with C131
91/C131: perhaps identical with C93. For “al-Sakhkha¯wı¯” read “al-Sakha¯wı¯”
101/D16/4.1.10/1: for “tah. sı¯l” read “tah. s. ı¯l”
132/E8/4.1.2/8: for “ijazas” read “ija¯zas”
135/F5/4.7.2/3: for “Fez” read “37◦”
135/F7/4.3.30/3: for “TM” read “T.M”
136/F12 et passim: for “al-Yasamı¯n” read “al-Ya¯samı¯n”
138/F23/2.1.17a/3: for “Escorial 904” read “Escorial 909”
140/F32: for “al-Ha¯jj” read “al-H. a¯jj”
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144/F60/3.2.33: read “timekeeping”
146/F74: for “Tls Hyderabad” read “MS Hyderabad”. This work has been studied
in detail in Àngel Mestres, Materials andalusins en el Zı¯j d’Ibn Ish. a¯q al-
Tu¯nisı¯ (unpublished doctoral dissertation), Barcelona 2000, with a summary
in Angel Mestres, “Maghribı¯ astronomy in the 13th century: A description of
manuscript Hyderabad Andra Pradesh State Library 298”, in From Baghdad
to Barcelona. Studies in the Islamic Exact Sciences in Honour of Prof. Juan
Vernet (Josep Casulleras and Julio Samsó, eds), Barcelona (Instituto “Millás
Vallicrosa” de Historia de la Ciencia Árabe) 1996, vol. 1, pp. 383-443.
148/G10: for “Muh. ı¯y” read “Muh.yı¯”
148-149/G11: perhaps to be identified with no. C4
151/G21: see George Saliba in Isis 74 (1983), pp. 388–401
162/G76: see L. A. Mayer, Islamic Astrolabists and their Works, Geneva 1956,
pp. 78–79 and 87
173/H23/4.1.9/-1: for “Akhrı¯n” read “Akhwı¯n”
